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CHAIRPERSONS REPORT 

Chairpersons Report 2021  

I am delighted to take on the role as Chairperson of CRANN and present 

our 2021 Annual Report, which shows how we’ve significantly 

advanced in the delivery of our strategic plan. As an organisation we 

continue to respond to the needs of our Member organisations, of 

whom we are proud of the important contributions they make to the 

wider society. At a time of a global pandemic, we believe an important 

role of CRANN has been to seek solutions and create opportunities. In 

doing this, CRANN continues to make a positive and significant impact 

not just to our Member Organisations and staff, but also to their service 

users and local communities. 

In 2021, we strengthened our governance through the provision of Board training and the establishment 

of working groups, of whom were delegated the task of policy development and to oversee the 

organisations continued compliance with the Code of Governance. 

Our Social Inclusion projects have successfully continued to provide a range of targeted services and 

development opportunities to meet the needs of individuals and families in their local communities.  This 

has been achieved through the provision of education and training opportunities to; job seekers, youth 

projects, mental health programmes, drugs and alcohol supports and parenting groups to name but a 

few. 

This is such an exciting time for the organisation and for the Early Childhood profession. The policy 

practice landscape is changing at an unprecedented rate. September 2022 sees the introduction of Core 

Funding; the start of a multi-annual investment plan. Core Funding is intended to support services to 

enhance the quality of provision by better enabling them to attract and retain qualified staff; establish 

career structures; and introduce or improve other aspects of provision that contribute to quality. The 

sector is also on the cusp of agreeing a historic pay deal, and the implementation of a workforce 

development plan. There is no doubt that the sector is on an upward trajectory in terms of its 

professionalisation and, I am proud to say that CRANN has played and continues to play a key role in 

ensuring progress in this area.  

Following on from the CRANN funded research, ‘From Voice to Action’ which was undertaken in 2020/21, 

this identified a very clear need for a professional body for the sector.  As key stakeholders, CRANN is 

well positioned to progress key actions in the Early Childhood and School Age workforce development 



 

 

plan. It is a great honour and privilege to work with and be part of such a visionary and committed 

organisation, and I look forward to the times ahead.  

Finally, I would like to thank Marie Daly, our CEO and our Senior Management Team for their efforts. 

Many thanks to my Board colleagues for their considerable contribution and their ongoing support. 

Above all, thank you to all of our staff, to whom we appreciate their dedication, skills and professionalism. 

 

  

______________________________ 

Mary Maloney 

Chairperson 

 

 

  



 

 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER REPORT  

 CEO Report 2021  

Another year has flown by and we are now at the end of 2021, it has been 

another hectic years for the CRANN Team. The challenges of COVID 

continued, however, as the year went by it became part of the norm. We 

are still here to tell the tale!  

On the completion of our Strategic Plan in 2020 we set about putting 

together an Operational Plan for Year 1 (2021) and a system to review our 

Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) to ensure we remained focused. We 

review this Plan on a weekly basis and set ourselves deadlines to remain 

on track.  

We had a number of priorities for 2021, which included:  

- Business Systems 

- Governance  

- Facilities  

- Research  

- Staff Training  

- Achievements  

Business Systems 

Accounts - Our Account system was reviewed and a more efficient method was identified and 

implemented to ensure time efficiency in the preparation of the accounts being presented on a 

monthly basis.  

Human Resources - We identified and implemented a HR System that provides comprehensive 

information to enhance the HR Function 

Website & Social Media - We developed a new website and Social Media platform to promote 

CRANN and its service’s. 

SharePoint - CRANN developed a SharePoint Intranet with full access for Employees and 

Management Boards to real time information relating to Member Organisations and relevant 

updates on activities and events. 

ChildPaths - CRANN developed the system further as management information tool and increase its 

use across the Centres & with Parents. 

Governance - We were very aware of our Governance Code and CRANN have continued to reflect 

on and ensure that it meets the standards of the Code of Governance.  

Facilities - This year saw the development of a fantastic outdoor playground for the afterschool 

children in Ballivor CCO. We also project managed the renovation of a building to provide a pre-



 

 

school and part time service on behalf of our Member Duleek CCO, ensuring it meets the standard 

required for Tusla and Early Years Regulation.  

Research - The professionalization of the Early Years & Afterschool Sector has been a hot topic over 

many years. However, the cause lacked the funding to carry out the research to listen to the voice 

of the Sector in order to establish if there was an appetite for a Professional Body. As time was 

marching on and nothing was happening, CRANN and its Members funded the commissioning of 

Mary Immaculate College in Limerick, where DR. Mary Maloney has taken on the research and we 

wait in anticipation for the outcome.  

Staff Training - CRANN and its Members were very proud to see 10 of their CCO staff who they had 

financially supported to obtain their Degree in Early Childhood Education graduate in 2021. CRANN 

also set a further 11 Members of staff on their journey to obtain their degree with Blanchardstown 

IT.  

Achievements - I would like to congratulate all those who took part in our first Excellence in Childcare 

Awards. The competition was to a very high standard. Due to the success of this awards evening, 

CRANN are planning to extend the awards to include the CVSIP projects, the accounts and all relevant 

departments associated with CRANN. 

Staff Benefits and Supports - Staff terms, conditions and wellbeing is always to the forefront of 

CRANN and its Members. We introduced the Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) through VHI 

where all staff members and their families have access to wellbeing services. The EAP offers a 

confidential counselling and specialist information service available to you 24 hours a day, 365 days 

a year. It provides professional support and information on a wide range of topics. Hospital Saturday 

was also identified as a Medical Expense Provider to all Employees.  

I as well as many of my colleagues have worked tirelessly at National Level to see an improvement 

to the terms and conditions for Childcare Professionals. Minister O’Gorman in this year’s budget has 

given the highest allocation (€183 million) to Childcare in the history of the state. With this 

development I look forward to a bright future for a well- deserved Sector.  

MCDAR - The demand for MCDAR Services continues to increase they have now secured an 

additional premises in Navan which they hope to open in the New Year.  

Meath Job Club - Meath JobClub continue to work with their clients in innovative ways due to the 

COVID Pandemic and not safe for large group meetings. 

SMART Project - The SMART Project has secured its own premises in Kells which was badly needed 

due to their expansion of the area they were covering.  

 



 

 

The East Coast FRC - The FRC has embedded itself in the community on the East Coast. They have an 

excellent relationship and are very inclusive of all Nationalities.  

I have given a brief overview of these Projects, to go into any one of them in great detail we would 

end up with several books! We at CRANN are extremely proud of these Projects and know that they 

often don’t get the accolades they deserve as they work quietly in the background for their 

communities. We have huge admiration for them and the valuable contribution they make to their 

communities.   

I wish to thank all the Boards I work with, CRANN for supporting all the initiatives brought to them, 

for the colleagues that I work with on National Committees it’s a pleasure working with you all, and 

there is never a time I don’t look forward to our meetings. I also want to thank all of the staff whom 

CRANN are responsible for; the maintenance team where no job is too big or small for them to carry 

out. Our accounts department, who work silently in the background keeping the show on the road. 

Our Managers and Early Years Professionals, our Project Workers, our Cooks and Receptionist’s 

without whom CRANN would not function so smoothly.  

I particularly would like to thank our Senior Members of staff whose dedication and commitment to 

the Company has made CRANN what it is. I personally could not carry out my function as CEO 

without the continuous support of a great team.  

I look forward to the coming year, I’m sure there will be challenges but equally there will be more 

success.  

 

 

Marie Daly 
______________________________ 
Marie Daly 
Chief Executive Officer 
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THE CRANN SUPPORT GROUP CLG – SHARED SERVICES 

CRANN provides shared business services supporting a more efficient method of delivering necessary ancillary 

services at an affordable cost for member CCOs and their CVSIPs as follows: 

Management of Community Enterprise Services including consultancy: 

Management Services ensures CCOs and our CVSIPs are managed in line with Legislation, Regulation and 

Quality Standards, as well as, ensuring policies and procedures meet the requirements of relevant funding 

agencies. In doing this, CRANN provides: 

Good Governance: Meetings are held with Individual Board of Directors (BODs) bi-monthly, steering groups 

and management committees as required. CRANN supports each Board of Directors in the day to day 

operational management of member CCOs and directly manages their CVSIPs. 

Management Support: CRANN supports each Manager/Coordinator in their responsibility for the day to day 

operation of CCOs and CVSIPs including supervision of senior staff and staff members in line with the strategic 

direction of the organisation or project. 

Advisory consultancy services: Member CCOs and our CVSIPs are provided with advice and support when they 

are setting up or changing the direction of services in the local community, in line with identified and changing 

needs and funding requirements. 

Shared business services: Leading out on shared business processes to benefit organisations and projects 

when promoting efficiency and effectiveness of shared services. 

Funding: Sourcing and completing applications for funding. 

Networking and Advocacy: Representing CCOs and CVSIPs at national and local forums. 

Such as DCYA, TUSLA, NFFSC, CYSPC, National Collaborative Forum for the Early Years Care  and Education 

Sector including Early Years Forum for the Professionalisation of the Early Years Sector, National Childhood 

Network (NCN), National Community Childcare Forum (NCCF), the Workforce Development Plan, Together for 

Early Years and County Childcare Committees (CCCs). Department of Social Protection (DSP). Department of 

Rural and Community Development (DRCD) Department of Justice and Equality (DJE) for local Youth Justice 

Projects.  The Department of Health (DOH) and Health Service Executive (HSE) and the National Drugs Task 

Force (NDRF) and the North East Drugs Task Force (NEDTF). 

 



 

 

Human Resource Management provides support to CCOs and CVSIPs ensuring the organisations and projects 

are compliant with employment legislation. In addition, other CVSIPs are supported who require Human 

Resource (HR) support on an adhoc basis as requested. As part of HR function, CRANN ensures: 

Recruitment – Development of the workforce within CCOs and CVSIPs; advertising job postings, sourcing 

candidates, screening applicants, conducting preliminary interviews, and coordinating hiring with the 

Managers and Boards of Directors of the independent CCOs and their CVSIPs 

Safety – Supporting individual CCOs and our CVSIPs to be compliant with the Health, Safety and Welfare at 

Work Act 2005 and to increase awareness of their obligation to provide a safe working environment for 

employees. 

Employee Relations – Supporting CCOs and our CVSIPs with strengthening the employer-employee 

relationship through, employee engagement, performance management and workplace conflict 

management. 

Compensation and Benefits – Supporting CCOs and our CVSIPs to develop benefit policies that are both 

tangible and in-tangible 

Compliance – Actively ensuing that CCOs and our CVSIPs are compliant with employment laws (staff 

handbook) and are prepared at any time for an inspection from the Workplace Relations Commission. In 

addition, the HR function supports CCOs and our CVSIPs to ensure their staff handbook and employment 

contracts are up to date. 

Training and Development – Support CCOs  and our  CVSIPs by providing supervisors and managers with 

training on topics such as performance management, grievance, and disciplinary procedures and how to 

handle employee relations matters.

Finance Management: preparation of accounts to audit stage. The Accounts Department offers a tailored 

book-keeping service to CCOs and CVSIPs. It prepares 

accounts to audit stage and specialise in the 

administration of financial returns for funding received. 

CRANN ensures finance sustainability and good 

governance for member CCOs and our CVSIPs including;  

Administration of accounts: Administration of accounts 

to audit stage (Posting of Financial transactions, Journal 

entries, Ledgers, Trial Balance Period, 

and Reporting Period with Financial Reporting and 

Auditing). 



 

 

Budgeting: Income and Expenditure. Implement, develop, and monitor budgets. Including preparation of 

departmental returns. 

Finance Compliance: Evaluate the compliance of financial systems, policies, and processes in conjunction with 

accounting principles and the Company’s Financial Procedure 

Finance Analysis: Conduct financial analyses quarterly and on an ad hoc basis. Help guide significant 

adjustments to affect savings and profit opportunities. 

Grant/funding: Preparation of data for funding applications and reporting on funding spend. 

Payroll: Ensuring all staff members are paid in line with the requirements of revenue.  

Purchasing: Managing, 

monitoring, and developing 

systems for purchasing 

products as required by 

Member CCOs and our 

CVSIPs. 

Risk Management: Identify 

and analyse risks and 

opportunities. Identifying 

cost cutting measures in 

order to remain 

sustainable. 

 

 

 

The dedicated Training Department ensures CRANNs commitment to working with CCOs and our CVSIPs to 

ensure high quality standards are met in all areas of service provision. As part of the Education and Training 

function, CRANN ensures a skilled workforce is in place: 

Childcare: Staff members are qualified to deliver childcare at QQI standards, Level 5 and 6. Staff are supported 

in a bursary fund to access Level 7.  

Social Inclusion Projects: Staff members are supported to access qualifications at QQI standards, Level 5, 6, 7, 

8 and 9 appropriate to their role. 

In-service training: Staff members have ongoing in- service training according to identified need. In addition, 

staff participate in an In-Service Training Day bi-annually organised by CRANN. 



 

 

Health and Safety: Staff members are skilled in their ongoing responsibilities in dealing with child protection 

through Children First training, first aid and manual handling. Managers and supervisors are skilled in their 

responsibilities under health and safety acts. 

Supervision and Governance: The Board and Managers are skilled in Governance and Supervisory 

Management. 

Sourcing external training which cannot be provided in-house.  

 
 

 
Procurement Management  

Centralising buying reduces the cost per unit for products and services. This 

creates efficiencies reducing how much CCOs and our CVSIPs pay in the long 

run for supplies and products and ensures sustainability. As part procurement 

management function, CRANN ensures: 

 

Central buying prices for goods e.g. food, cleaning products, office, and 

stationary products. 

Central buying of utilities such as energy, heating, waste disposal. 

Central buying of services such as phones, printers, IT, accountants and solicitors. 

Central buying of equipment such as toys and childcare related furnishing. 

  

The Maintenance Team provide non-specialised maintenance services to CCOs and CVSIPs. As part of facilities 

management function, CRANN ensures: 

Custom built childcare equipment is manufactured 

in a cost-effective way. 

Grounds maintenance: Grounds are maintained 

through appropriate horticulture 

Premises Cleaning and Hygiene standards: Premises 

are clean and hygienic. 



 

 

Premises Standards: Premises are altered according to new and changing needs of the facility that is cost 

effective. 

Premises Maintenance: Premises are well maintained through general up-keep, painting and decorating. 
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

GOVERNANCE 

 

 

 

CODE OF GOVERNANCE The CRANN Support Group and its Members have continued to reflect on and ensure 

that it meets the standards of the Code of Governance. Good governance involves putting in place systems 

and processes to ensure that your charity achieves its charitable objectives with integrity and is managed in 

an effective, efficient, accountable and transparent way.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

To demonstrate compliance with the Code, charities must complete the Compliance Record Form, and 

subsequently update the Form every year. CRANN have also supported non-members with Governance 

compliance through supporting them to compose Board Handbooks and to establish their Compliance Record 

Forms.  

On the Form, each charity needs to: 

• Record the actions that the charity has taken to meet each standard of the Code; and 

• Reference the evidence that backs this up. 

From 2021 every charity must submit an annual return to the Charities Regulator demonstrating compliance 

with the Code and providing valid reasons for non-compliance 

Following on from last year and the development 

of the governance code, the Boards has adopted 

and implemented more robust procedures. For 

example, each meeting commences by 

identifying any risks to the organisation and any 

conflicts of interests prior to the commencement 

of the Board Meeting. Weekly planning meetings 

are held to monitor progress of our operational 

plan and identify any changes that may be 

necessary. The KPI’s are also updated on a Bi-

Monthly Basis.  

CRANN established a Risk Management Sub-Committee between its Member Community Childcare 

Organisations, where knowledge and expertise form each Board could be utilised with a shared 

objective of developing robust Risk Management Strategies.  

 The Committee is a formal sub-committee of the Board.  

 The duties and responsibilities of the members of the committee are in addition to those 

as a member of the board of the organisation. 

Objective of Committee 

 To complete the Risk Management template, as per the requirements, in order to ensure 

that appropriate procedures are in place to identify, assess and manage risk from a 

strategic and operational perspective. 

 

 



 

 

Outputs 

 A completed template of identified risks in the organization 

 Assessment of risks identified and a plan of procedures to put in place to mitigate those 

risks. 

 Review of activities and associated outcomes of the risk reduction or elimination. 

Outcomes 

 The organisation is a strong and compliant and ensures best practice in the areas of 

compliance and governance. 

 The organisation is dynamic and effective, which invests in and improves its processes, to 

enable it to reach and support its members more effectively and remain a financially 

healthy organisation. 

 The risks identified this year were the ending of the EWSS (Employee Wage Subsidy 

Scheme), the launch of the new funding model and the uncertainty that these changes 

brought to the Sector.  

  



 

 

 

FACILITY DEVELOPMENT 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

RESEARCH 

SHARED BUSINESS SERVICES IN THE COMMUNITY CHILDCARE SECTOR 

The objective of the 2021 Trinity Project was to conduct market 

research to determine whether there is a market need for CRANN’s 

services, amongst CCOs in the Republic of Ireland. It was thought 

that this research could assist CRANN in both their market 

development strategy and build an evidence-based case to aid 

CRANN secure funding.  

Both quantitative research, in the form of a survey, and qualitative 

research, in the form of in-depth interviews, were undertaken. 

Secondary research was also conducted. The main findings from this 

research were: 

 There is a market need for CRANN’s service offering as 

83% of CCOs see a benefit in the offering of a shared 

business support service. 

 There is a greater need for certain support activities, such as governance, mentoring and coaching. 

 Identification of the critical success factors of operating a business support service. 

 Identification of the risks associated with scaling; and  

 Insights into the potential challenges that CRANN might face in pursuing their market 

development strategy.  

Having identified the above the recommendations to CRANN from the Trinity Project team were: 

1) While CRANN has a strong unique selling proposition, brand awareness is critical. Therefore, a good 

marketing plan should be devised, with clear messaging delivered to the target market.  

2) Concerns from the target persona over the loss of autonomy should be addressed within the 

marketing plan.  

3) Seek funding to ensure CRANN has the core capabilities and resources (such as an IT infrastructure) 

required to deliver their services to an increased member base.   

4) Seek external accreditation with respect to quality assurance as it would ensure credibility of 

CRANN’s service offering whilst assisting CRANN with promoting both their service and their brand 

in the market.  



 

 

To summarise, the Trinity research concluded that there is a social and market need for CRANN’s offering 

in Ireland. CRANN is strategically positioned to capitalise on this opportunity. As such, CRANN should 

pursue their market development strategy which should assist them to grow their member base. However, 

CRANN should also be aware of the inherent risks associated with scaling and therefore, should proceed 

with caution, implementing TETs recommendations and mitigating risks, where possible.   

VOICE TO ACTION 

The Crann Support Group recognises that it is Government’s 

intention to establish an overarching professional standards body to 

regulate the Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC) sector in 

Ireland, as indicated in the First Five, a Whole of Government 

Strategy for Babies Young Children and their Families (2018).  This 

proposal is a core aspect of professionalising the sector, which for 

many years has been gathering momentum in Ireland. With 

Governments intention in mind, CRANN and its Member 

Organisations commissioned Mary Immaculate College to carry out 

research to examine the attitudes and opinions of ECEC educators, 

managers and final year students, towards establishing a 

professional body for the Early Childhood Profession in Ireland, and 

explores methods into how to do this by focusing on models that 

currently exist in other countries.  

This research is now complete and findings have been recorded in 

an official document titled “From Voice to Action.”  In partnership with Dr. Mary Maloney of Mary Immaculate 

College, CRANN officially launched the document to the ECEC Sector on Monday, 20th September 2021 at 7pm 

via Zoom Webinar.   

 

  



 

 

STAFF TRAINING 
 

The staff in-service Training Day took place virtually again this year both on Good Friday on the 29th October.  
All staff were provided with an itinerary for the day, along with the links to their virtual courses.  The day ran 
extremely well and the feedback was very positive.  Courses include; 

 

 
 

 
 
  



 

 

CRANN ACHIEVEMENTS 2021 
 

In November 2021, Crann hosted it First Acknowledgments Evening to highlight and acknowledge the 

achievements of CRANN and its Member Organisations. The celebration touched many areas of highlight in 

2021.  

 

Excellence in Childcare Awards - Announcing Award Winners 

 CRANN in recognition of the commitment and dedication of all our Early Year’s Practitioners during a 

very difficult time launched an Award Ceremony.   

 The Excellence in Childcare Award provided an opportunity to showcase the valuable contributions of 

our Early Practitioners and the positive effect their practice has for staff, children, parents/guardians and 

the wider community.  

 The Themes of this years Award were Learning Opportunities through Play and Positive Inclusion.  

 The Judging Panel were from every corner of the country and we are very grateful to them for taking the 

time to evaluate our shortlisted portfolios.  

 The Panel included Diane Darcy from Carlow, Yvonne Galvin from Limerick and Linda Lafferty from 

Donegal.  

 Congratulations to all who participated and showcased the valuable contribution they make to 

enhancing experiences for children in their care.  



 

 

 

 

Due to the success of this awards evening, CRANN are planning for 2022 to extend the awards to include the 

CVSIP projects, the accounts and all relevant departments associated with CRANN. 

 

Acknowledgement Included:  

 

Dr. Mary Maloney was introduced as the new Chair of CRANN.  

 

 

CRANN were a Key participant in National Forums and Research Projects/Bodies 

 

 



 

 

 The development of the National Childcare Strategy and the inclusion of the Mercer Salary Scales as a basis 

of the future salary structure. 

 
 

 Sponsored a research project with Mary I in Establishing a Professional Body for the Early Childhood 

Profession in Ireland. 

 Engaged TCD to carry out a Project on ‘Market Research for Shared Business Services in the Community 

Childcare Sector’. 

 Demonstrated that Membership of CRANN continues to increase 

 

 

 

Launch of Newly named ‘Joe Reilly Bursary Fund’  

The Joe Reilly Bursary Fund, named after the late Cllr Joe Reilly, 

Director of Navan Community Childcare aims to carry on 

supporting Our Early Years Practitioners to continue with their 

Professional Development.  

 

 

 

  



 

 

Strategic Plan Implementation 

 CRANN continue supporting our member organisations in the provision of high quality service. 

 Improvements in communication with: 

- Parents/Guardians/Service Users through our Marketing/Comm/ICT Strategy  

- Partner State and Funding Agencies to improve their understanding of what CRANN does in supporting 

member community organisations. 

 

 

 

 

STRATRGIC PLAN & BUSINESS EXPANSION 

The goal in 2021 was firstly to implement phase 1 of the strategic plan which included the development of a business 

plan to secure funding and build capacity for phase 2 implementation and secondly to identify the key performance 

indicators that will give a clear summary of how CRANN is performing from month to month. 

                                                

A business plan was drafted and discussed with the directors of the 4 pillar childcare organisations, Ballivor, Trim, 

Navan and Simonstown and it was agreed to provide funding to enable CRANN to hire 2 additional staff to support 

the ongoing needs and future development of CRANN. An HR specialist was hired and additional external IT support 

was contracted to improve aspects of the CRANN IT systems.  

Also the business plan incorporating the research carried out by Trinity College was presented to the DECDIY to 

highlight the benefits of the CRANN Model which was firmly supported by the Trinity Research and to seek additional 

funding to implement on a pilot basis a project to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Model. This proposal was very 

well received by the Department but unfortunately no commitment to fund the project was forthcoming in 2021. 

In relation to the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) a list of the indicators was drafted and agreed for use from 2022. 

Overall given the constraints due to the pandemic very good progress was made in 2021. 

 

  

https://www.google.ie/url?sa=i&url=https://www.cleverism.com/five-steps-to-a-strategic-plan/&psig=AOvVaw2ppADbBdiwJ3f5QaGnfP-F&ust=1610055178906000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCNCE6pihiO4CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE


 

 

EMPLOYMENT LAW UPDATES 2021 - 2022 

Increase in Parents Leave from 2-5 weeks 

From 1 April 2021, Parents Leave increased from 2-5 weeks under the Family 

Leave Bill 2021 

The Bill will did two things –  

 Amended the Adoptive Leave Act 1995 to provide for adoptive leave for male 
same sex couples and to allow adoptive couples choose which parent may avail of adoptive leave.  

 The Bill will also amended the Parent’s Leave and Benefit Act 2019 to increase the period of parents 

leave from 2 to 5 weeks and extend when it can be taken from 1 to 2 years.  

Waiting period for State illness benefit reduced to 3 days 

 Effective 1 March 2021, the waiting period to receive Illness benefit from the State has been reduced 
from six days down to three days.  

 Certified COVID-19 related absence payments continue to apply from day 1. 
 

Proposal of Statutory Sick Pay 

At present employers have no legal obligation to pay employees 
who are absent through illness, however this is due to change in 
2022 under the Statutory Leave Bill.  

Under the Bill statutory entitlement to sick pay will be phased in 
as part of a 4-year plan and will initially be for 3 days per year 
once the Bill is enacted.   This will effectively fill the gap in 
coverage caused by Illness Benefit waiting days, minimising the 
numbers of sick employees presenting for work. 

 Paid sick leave for up to 3 sick days per year. This will increase to 5 days in 2024, 7 days in 2025 and 
10 days in 2026. 

 A rate of payment for statutory sick leave of 70% of normal wages to be paid by employers (up to a 
maximum €110 per day). 

 A right for workers to take a complaint to the WRC where they are not provided with a company sick 
pay scheme. 

To receive payment under the new scheme, you must: 

 Be working for your employers for at least 13 weeks 
 Be certified by a GP as unfit to work 



 

 

Right to work remotely 

Remote working looks set to become one of the main legacies of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The Government published their National Remote Working Strategy in January 2021, introducing a roadmap 
for remote work in Ireland. This Strategy was originally expected to come into effect in 2021, but there have 
been no recent updates on the status of the legislation. 

Gender Pay Gap reporting 

In July 2021, the Gender Pay Gap Information Act 
2021 was signed into law.  Gender pay gap legislation 
will legally require employers to reveal the pay gap 
between female and male employees. The Act will 
come into effect on a phased basis and initially 
impact both private and public sector employers who 
employ more than 250 employees. Within two years, 
it will be applicable to employers who employ more 
than 150 employees. Within three years, it will apply 
to those with 50+ employees. For employers with 
under 50 employees, there will be no reporting 
obligations.  

 

The Year Ahead 2022 

 2022 will also see the transposition of EU legislation relating to work life balance, minimum and 
predictable working conditions, and whistleblowing. 

 The EU Directive on Work Life Balance must be transposed into Irish law by August 2022. One new 
provision will be the right to request flexible working arrangements for carers and working parents of 
children up to the age of 8. 

 

 

  

https://www.peninsulagrouplimited.com/ie/guides/remote-working/


 

 

 

JOINT LABOUR COMMITTEE 
Minister of State for Business, Employment and Retail, Damien English TD, has formally accepted the 
recommendation of the Labour Court for the establishment of a Joint Labour Committee (JLC) for the Early 
Years’ Service sector.  This initiative was warmly welcomed by all Community Childcare Organisations within 
the CRANN Group. 

Giving effect to this recommendation, the Minister signed an establishment order that shall come into effect 
on 1 July 2021. 

Minister English said:  

"I welcome the recommendation of the Labour Court and I am happy to announce 
the establishment of this new Joint Labour Committee which fulfils the Programme 
for Government commitment to support the establishment of a JLC in the childcare 
sector." 
JLC’s provide a wage-setting mechanism that determines terms and conditions of 
employment, as well as setting minimum rates of pay for workers in certain sectors. 
In the sectors represented, the terms and conditions may be given effect in law by 
means of Employment Regulation Orders made by the Minister. 

Minister English added: 

"I would encourage bodies representing both employers and employees in this sector to engage with the JLC 
process as it can yield positive benefits for the sector as a whole. An agreement on a new set of terms and 
conditions of employment will help maintain and grow the talented pool of people working in the sector as 
well as providing security and opportunity for career development in the Early Years’ and Childcare sectors." 
This JLC resulted from collaboration with Childhood Services Ireland, SIPTU, and the Minister for Children, 
Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth (DCEDIY), Roderic O’Gorman TD, who initiated the process and 
appointed Dr Kevin Duffy, the former Chair of the Labour Court as the independent chair of this process. Dr 
Duffy concluded that all parties involved agreed that the establishment of a JLC is the most appropriate means 
by which pay and conditions of employment in the sector can be addressed. 

Minister O'Gorman said:  

"I'm delighted to see progress being made on the establishment of the Joint Labour 
Committee. Those working in early learning and childcare services deserve 
recognition for the hugely important work they do and the benefits their work brings 
for children, families and society. COVID-19 has reinforced just how essential these 
services are. High-quality early learning and childcare depends on a well-qualified 
workforce that is supported and valued. More favourable wages and working 
conditions are necessary to attract and retain qualified staff. The government is 
committed to supporting this through the JLC process and through major projects 

underway in my department to develop a new funding model and a new workforce development plan for this 
sector. 
 
Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment, 21 June 2021 

https://www.gov.ie/en/organisation/department-of-enterprise-trade-and-employment/


 

 

 

LIVING WAGE 
In August 2021, CRANN was proud to announce that new starting rate for all Childcare Practitioners was now 
the Living Wage at €12.30.  This initiative was fully endorsed by the Boards of all Member Organisations as 
they recognize the need to attract and retain staff and to reward staff for the invaluable work they carry out in 
their communities. 

 
 

 



 

 

STAFF SUPPORTS 

 

 

Employee Assistance Programme 

CRANN in partnership with its Member Organisations have invested in VHI’s Employee Assistance Programme 

(EAP) to help staff cope with all of life’s ups and downs. This is a free, confidential service available to all staff 

and their family members at any time, providing immediate access to fully qualified, accredited counsellors 

and information specialists. VHI’s dedicated team of professionals have the knowledge and expertise to help 

with any concerns big or small. As an external EAP provider, they are bound by strict professional standards 

regarding confidentiality and the disclosure of employee details who seek their services. Employees choose 

what information they want to share and no details are given to anyone unless instructed.  

 



 

 

Hospital Saturday 

CRANN and its Member Organisations introduced Hospital Saturday Fund to all employees to help cut 

down the cost of everyday medical expenses. 

Employees can quickly attribute a value to having HSF health plan as they are able to claim for costs such 

as dental check-ups, hygienist visits, eye tests, glasses and contact lenses making HSF an impactful and well 

received employee benefit. 

Other benefit categories such as 

Practitioners and Specialist Investigations 

also provide cover for a range of healthcare 

costs which can empower employees to 

obtain early diagnosis and treatment. 

HSF Assist includes video and telephone 

support from our GP and counselling 

services, ensuring that people can easily 

access this important help 24 hours a day. 

 

Skills & Competency Document 

The Skills & Competencies Document was originally prepared by CRANN & NCN and launched in 2016.  

It outlines the In-depth consideration of skills & competencies required for quality Early Years Settings.  

The Skills & Competency document is intended as a potential guide for all early year’s settings whatever 

the management structure or type of service,    with cognisance being given to Síolta (2006), Aistear (2009) 

and the regulatory framework.  

 

 

In 2021, CRANN and NCN came together to re-visit the document 

and ensure it was still relevant with recent developments in the 

Sector. The updated version was intended to influence the Workforce 

Development Group to incorporate elements of the practice and 

considerations into its National Plan.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

2021 Bonus 

The CRANN Support Group and its Member Community Childcare 

Organisations once again were delighted to be in a position to give 

staff the “2021 Bonus” to reward employees for their performance 

and contribution to the success of their organisation.  The bonus 

applied to all direct full-time and part-time employees who had one 

or more years of service with the organisation (i.e. those on the 

organisations payroll on or before 31 December 2020).   

The 2021 Bonus was designed as a “Nondiscretionary Bonus” and 

was given to employees who met the established criteria for the bonus. The company’s 2021 Bonus Policy 

gave the Chief Executive Officer, the ability to decide on the criteria applied for the calculation of the bonus. 

There were two conditions attached: 

1) The company awarding the bonus must have exceeded its annual financial goals 

2) The Board of Directors of each Member Organisation must have approve the 2021 Bonus 

Provided these two conditions were satisfied, then the Member Company was in a position to award the 

bonus to employees who: 

1) Were employed by our company on the day the bonus must be paid 

2) Had not announced they intend to resign either verbally or in writing 

3) Had received satisfactory performance reviews 

The calculation of the 2021 Bonus was to reward employees in accordance with the following criteria: 

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

MEMBERS OF THE CRANN SUPPORT GROUP CLG 

BALLIVOR COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

Baconstown Playgroup 

Ballivor Community Childcare CLG 

Ballivor Community Childcare CLG CE Scheme 

Ballivor National School 

Crann Support Group CLG CE Scheme 

Duleek Community Childcare CLG 

East Coast Family Resource Centre 

Educate Together National School Trim 

Graigcullen Parish Childcare Centre 

KC Childcare 

Lagore Road  Community Childcare CLG 

Latton Community Childcare 

Laytown Resource House 

Manorcunningham Community Childcare 

Meath Community Drug and Alcohol Response 

Meath Job Club 

Navan Community Childcare CLG 

Navan Travellers Workshop CLG 

Poppintree Early Education Centre 

Ronanstown Community Childcare CE Scheme 

Ronanstown Community Childcare CLG 

Ronanstown Womens CPD Creche 

Rowlagh Womens Group Preschool 

Simonstown Childcare Facility CLG 

South Meath Area Response to Teenagers 

Navan Springboard Family Services 

Summerhill Community Childcare CLG 

Trim Community Childcare CLG 



 

 

 
 
Ballivor Community  
Childcare CLG 
Mullingar Rd., Ballivor, Co. Meath, C15 VP77  
Ph: 046 9567801 / 087 684 0990 Fax: 046 9567742  
Email: giggles@crannsupportgroup.ie 
Company Registration No: 343059/Charity Reg. No. 20047702  
 

Chairperson’s Report: 

2021 began with a Level 5 lockdown – COVID-19 had not gone away and continued to have a huge impact 

on all our lives COVID-19 prevention control protocols, while those in many other sectors worked from 

home.  I commend the management and staff of Giggles for their commitment to our children and their 

parents during this challenging time.  

The development of the site beside the playground continued apace, culminating in the construction of a 

fantastic wooden play structure, which has proven to be extremely popular with the children in our centre.  

Many thanks to our director, Trevor Byrne, for his time and efforts in coordinating the project from design 

to construction.   

Ballivor Community Childcare Community Employment Scheme continued to 

provide quality training across QQI Levels 5 and 6 to the C.E. scheme participants.  

The scheme had to adapt to the ‘new normal’ of working online by carrying out 

support and supervision through Zoom. The C.E. participants completed training 

modules across many areas including First Aid, HACCP, Infection Control and 

Maintenance.  

We were delighted to introduce the VHI Employee Assistance Scheme.  Our staff members can access this 

scheme for medical support, counselling and other assistance should the need arise for them.   

The Together For Early Years campaign moved to a virtual platform in 2021, following a very successful 

march in Dublin the previous year.  This campaign highlights the needs of the early years sector and the 

conditions of employment of Early Years Educators. Not even a global pandemic could prevent our staff 

from standing in solidarity with their sector. They took on the challenge of learning the viral Jerusalema 



 

 

dance, which took the world by storm during the year. This was then performed on 5th February, the first 

anniversary of the Together for Early Years march.   

The Crann Achievements and Awards Evening took place in November.  The Giggles staff showcased their 

daily work through photographs and video. It was a pleasure to get a glimpse into their amazing work, 

where the children are at the centre of everything they do. 

I would like to extend every good wish to William Keegan on his retirement from the Board of Directors of 

Giggles.  William was at the forefront of the development of the provision of quality childcare in Ballivor 

for over twenty years.  As Chairperson, William led our Board of Directors with commitment and 

enthusiasm – always supportive of progress, innovation, and achievements within our centre. I wish him 

the very best in his future endeavours.   

Finally, a sincere word of thanks to a dedicated group of people who strive every day to provide a place of 

learning and nurturing for the children in our care – Giggles management and staff, the Board of Directors 

of Ballivor Community Childcare; Crann Support Group CEO Marie Daly; Crann Support Group HR, Finance 

and Administration departments; Community Employment Scheme supervisors and training team.  

 

Rachel McCormack 

_____________________________________ 
Rachel McCormack 
Chairperson Ballivor Community Childcare 
  



 

 

BALLIVOR COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG  

Challenges  

The year started off with some challenges due to covid and the rise in illness between children and staff. 

Once the initial outbreak was behind us it was work as usual. The team pulled together and we got the 

show back up and running in no time. Children, Parents and staff worked together to make it a success 

and everyone followed all protocol to keep us open and functional with very little disruption.  

 

Achievements  

This year we applied for and achieved lots of awards for our outdoor space. We had great green fingers 

helping and the children had a great time digging and planting and observing their gardens grow. We are 

delighted to say we won a Level 3 award for the Pride of Place. Following from that we took part in the 

community orchards where we planted apple pear and plum trees at the front of the building in beautifully 

coloured pots. We are waiting for them to be transferred to soil and then we can enjoy gathering the fruit 

over the coming years. As our green fingers progressed we have also applied for the Budding Gardner of 

the year. This is with Woodie’s and we have received lots of seeds and information from them. 



 

 

 

This year we took part in the Annual Crann Awards and were thrilled to be short listed in the Nursery 

Room and to be crowned Afterschool winners. The children put in huge effort and enjoyed their space 

odyssey winnings. We have a staff who completed her LINC programme, her Lámh and her SNA course. 

Congrats to Aine. Denise has achieved her LINC also and Naomi has completed her Lámh training. We 

would like to congratulate all the staff on their major achievements and everyone for their attendance 

on the CPD days.  

 

 



 

 

Fundraising  

This year out GIGGLERS took part in the bog jump which was such good fun for such a great cause. This 

was an extra special fundraiser this year as it was for some of our own work colleagues.  With the return 

of our magical Christmas event and the monster raffle between all the centres we raised a whopping 

twenty thousand euro.   

 

 

 

Special Events 

This year we said goodbye to our very long standing member and director of our Board of Management 

member Mr William Keegan. 



 

 

Mr Keegan took on an indispensable role with Giggles, from conception plans, to supervising the building, 

to supporting the opening of Giggles in 2003 and then fighting as an advocate for the Early Years Sector 

for the last 20 years. Throughout his time he has been a pleasure and such a positive role model for us all. 

We would like to thank him and wish him every happiness in his retirement years.  

 

  



 

 

 

BALLIVOR COMMUNITY CHILDCARE COMMUNITY 
EMPLOYMENT SCHEME 

In partnership with the Department of Employment Affairs and Social 

Protection, Ballivor Community Childcare continue to provide a 

dedicated high quality Community Childcare Scheme. The aim of the 

scheme is to:  

• Highlight childcare as a profession.  

• Provide training support to the long term unemployed  

• Provide a high standard of training enabling participants to achieve a recognised 

qualification and equip them to avail of a professional career.  

• Support local community childcare facilities in Co. Meath to deliver affordable quality 

childcare. Local communities supported include Ballivor, Trim, Navan, Athboy, Kells, 

Kilmainhamwood, Baconstown, Duleek, Dunshaughlin, Laytown, Ratoath, Summerhill.  

The Scheme enable participants to enhance and develop both their technical and personal skills which 

can be used in the workplace.  

2021 was a difficult year for the CE scheme. It affected us in numerous ways with the Level of restrictions 

still in place due to Covid-19. Training continued online for all QQI, Mandatory and CPD training. We 

found recruitment very difficult due to the lack of interest and availability. We continued to evaluate the 

way the scheme was delivered and make changes where necessary. 

Training  

 Establish that all participants were able to engage in online training  

 Sourced and organised suitable online training 

 Reviewed all participants training needs in light of new circumstances and developed Individual 

Learning Plasn for each 

 Delivered training online through zoom  

 In association with the Crann Support Group the managers organised CPD training to all their staff 

including the CE participants 

Workplace Experience  

 All participants were able to continue their normal duties in the workplace. 
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Conflict Management & Resolution Mental Health for Schools Dignity at work

Manual Handling FAR First Aid HACCP

Nutrition Working at Heights Abrassive wheel training

Fire Safety Lámh Microsoft Excel

Time Management Call Handling & Customer Care Parents Plus

Driver CPC Module 1 Infection prevention & Control



 

 

   

   

Support & Supervision 

 Support and supervision continued with the participants via zoom meetings 

 If an issue arose there were guidelines in place to meet with participants individually  

Recruitment  

 Recruitment continued throughout the year without restrictions  

 Interviews were held through zoom and in person 

 Induction is carried with the managers of the services prior to the participants start date, where all 

policies, procedures and protocols were outlined  

 



 

 

Progression Rates  

 

Training is an integral part of the scheme and with the support of a dedicated Trainer, the participants 

will leave the scheme with the minimum requirement in Childcare a QQI Level 5 Major award and in 

some cases will be in the process of completing or will have completed their Level 6 in Early Childhood 

Care and Education. 

Major Awards completed in this year: 
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CRANN SUPPORT GROUP  

COMMUNITY EMPLOYMENT SCHEME 
 

The Community Employment (CE) programme is designed to help 

people who are long-term unemployed (or otherwise disadvantaged) to 

get back to work by offering part-time and temporary placements in 

jobs based within local communities. After the placement, participants 

are encouraged to look for permanent jobs elsewhere, based on the experience and new skills they have 

gained while on a Community Employment scheme.  

The CRANN Community Employment Scheme typically recruit Job Seekers who are interested in the area 
of: 

 Accounting Assistants 

 Administrators 

 Maintenance Workers 

 Receptionists  

 Support Workers  

 Shop Assistants 

Achievements 

One participant completed Accounting Technician course 

Three participants are working towards their Major Level 5 Award in Business Administration  

 

Challenges  

The number of people applying for positions on Community Employment has greatly reduced. Ways to 

recruit such as attending Social Welfare offices to advertise and give people information have not been 

possible due to the pandemic.  

Community Initiatives 

The Trim Family Resource Centre has been operating its Community Food Bank initiative throughout the 

pandemic due to the help of CE Participants. It is extremely busy and an important help and resource to 

families in the area. 

Trim Tidy Towns are working on environmental projects such as making bird and bat boxes to be placed 

around the town of Trim.  



 

 

List of current sub-sponsors and the role of the participant 

 MCDAR – two participants in the role of receptionist for the project 

 Trim Family Resource Centre – three support workers assisting with the Community Mothers 

Project, the Community Food Bank and social media coverage. There are also two maintenance 

workers covering repairs, cleaning, painting and DIY 

 Saint Vincent de Paul – two participants covering all aspects of shop assistant, including sorting 

clothes, pricing and operating the check out. 

 MS Therapy Centre and Shop – we have one participant in the role of shop assistant and one 

kitchen assistant in the centre. 

 Church of Ireland – one maintenance worker looking after the upkeep of the grounds and 

buildings  

 Black Friary – the Black Friary is an archaeological dig site in Trim. We currently have one 

maintenance worker helping with the upkeep and maintenance of the site, also an administrator 

helping log items found during digs 

 River Rescue – this is a maintenance position looking after the grounds and building 

 Tidy Towns – two maintenance workers with the Tidy Towns, they help with litter picking, 

planting, grass cutting, painting to building flower boxes and environmental projects such as bird 

and bat boxes 

 Dunderry GAA – one maintenance worker looking after the grounds and building  

 CRANN– there are currently two accounting assistants, three maintenance workers and one 

kitchen assistant based with Crann Support Group 

 

Working with the sub-sponsors to ensure a safe return to work for participants – during the first lockdown 

all sub sponsors had to implement a Covid-19 response plan to ensure the safe return of participants to 

the workplace. This included social distancing, the installation of Perspex screens between desks and 

hand sanitizing stations. The charity shops also installed Perspex screens at the checkout area, introduced 

one way systems, limit the amount of customers in the shop and also now have contactless card machines 

in use. 

All Participants have settled back into their roles after lockdown, sub-sponsors are continuing to 

implement Covid-19 safety guidelines. 

We continue to remind Participants that the Employee Assistance Programme is available to help take 

care of Mental Health during these testing times. It is a great resource to have available to employees. 



 

 

        

Flat out with the Christmas Food Bank!  

 

                        Completing First Aid Training  

 

Collecting donations for the Food Bank     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Training has continued online for some courses, other training has now resumed in person classes. 
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DULEEK COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

Duleek Community 

Childcare CLG 

Navan Road, Duleek, Co Meath 
A92 KRN8  
Tel: 041 988 0100 / 087 177 4269  
Duleek@crannsupportgroup.ie 
Company Registration No: 476729/Charity Reg. No. 20038328  

 

Chairperson’s Report  

2021 was a busy year for us in Liag Na n’Óg.  We finally opened our lovely 

new preschool on the Navan Road in Duleek.  Huge thanks to Marie Daly 

(CRANN) and everyone for their constant support.  Also, sincere 

appreciation to Pat Shanley who looked out for us so well and to Gabriel 

Manley for his courtesy at all times.   

We welcomed 3 new Company Directors to the Board of Management 

-  Emma Keane, Liz Heeney and Bryan O’Sullivan. They are proving a 

welcome addition. 

   

So the outlook is good for us in Duleek after a difficult few years.  

 

  

 

Noel Heeney 
_______________________ 

Noel Heeney 
Chairperson 

  



 

 

DULEEK COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

 

Achievements  

In September 2021 we moved into our new 

premises in Duleek.  We are really happy with the 

new space which is large and bright, and has an 

outdoor area leading directly off the Preschool 

room. 

We have a long term lease on this building which 

means we are secure in the knowledge that we 

will be here for many years to come. 

Before opening the service in the new premises it 

had to under- go an inspection by Tusla to ensure it was fit for purpose. The building was found to be 

compliant and fit for purpose, meaning we could go ahead and open. The staff, Management and 

Maintenance team all worked very hard to get us to this point. 

We are now registered as a part-time service and are offering a new service called Pre-school Plus. This 

means for a fee the children from the morning Pre-school group can avail of extra hours from 12.00pm-

2.00pm, a snack is also provided by the centre for children staying these extra hours. We have had a good 

uptake of the Pre-school Plus service. 

Special Activities 

We have held a few events in support of Down Syndrome.  

For World Down Syndrome Day, we had bubbles and 

balloons in the local park and we also had a “rock your socks 

day” in aid of Down Syndrome awareness.  

Challenges 

Although we are delighted to be up and running in our new premises we did encounter some challenges 

along the way. One of our main concerns was whether the building would be ready in time for September 

and the beginning of Preschool, thankfully it was and we could begin the task of moving all our equipment 

from the temporary premises. As our second move in two years this was quite challenging. 



 

 

The over heads for the new premises also present some financial challenges. We will need to ensure that 

our enrolment numbers are at capacity to cover costs and invest in new equipment for the centre. 

Community Initiatives In conjunction with the local library and Meath County Childcare 

Committee each child in the service starting Primary school in September received a token to redeem a 

bag of books for the library. The service also received a bag of books. We plan to take the children on a 

visit to Duleek library in May. 

 We like to get out and about in our community, we like take 

nature walks around the local area. As we are located very close to 

one of the Playgrounds in Duleek, we often take the children for a 

trip to the playground. 

One of the children’s grandparents who keeps horses has offered 

to bring one of the horses to the centre in June.  

  



 

 

EAST COAST FAMILY RESOURCE CENTRE 

Lilliput’s Childcare, 5 Strand haven, Laytown, Co. Meath  

East Coast Family Resource Centre - Unit 2, Somerton, Betaghstown, Bettystown, Co. Meath 

 

Achievements  

Family support worker Kellie Mc Govern achieved her QQI level 6 in Family Support with Limerick 

College of education.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edel O Neil received her MA in Mentoring, Management and 

Leadership in the Early Years.  

 

Members of the team engaged in various training as DESSA, Disability inclusion training, Parents plus 

special needs programme, Parent plus adolescence programme ‘working things out’, ASD training, 

SAOR 5 step intervention, Signs of safety , Rally around young people and in house training as conflict 

resolution and stress management. 



 

 

Events 

One step ahead workshop-The FRC with The Red Door project, The Family Support Addiction Network 

and An Garda Siochana hosted a one step ahead workshop supporting community members with 

information and guidance around drug intimidation, services for substance users and services to 

support family members.  

 

An Integration project ‘Friends on The East Coast’ funded by Department of Children, equality, 

Disability, Integration and Youth supported a group of young people from Laytown- Bettystown and 

Mosney to enjoy music workshops with Balbriggan Music institute where they learned the Ukulele, 

had games on the beach and a trip to Carlingford adventure Centre. Families also took part meeting 

new people and new communities enjoying a visit to an outdoor children’s activity Centre during the 

summertime. 

 



 

 

The WWW engaged in a number of different activities and events throughout the year. They took part 

in the Women’s Aid 80km step challenge in February 2021 and collectively raised €818 for Women’s 

Aid. The WWW celebrated international women’s day and also participated in an LMETB Upcycling 

course, made Easter wreaths, had a trip to Listoke distillery and enjoyed a summer and Christmas 

lunch in BT’s. 

 

Lilliputs Preschool - Lilliputs Preschool children had their preschool graduation in June and preschool 

service closed its doors for good in June 2021, Thank you to all the boys and girls that made preschool 

such a special place over the last 13 years.  

  

 

 

 



 

 

Yoga for the parent and toddler group.  

In December, Ruth from Jinnyjoe’s came in to do a yoga session with the parent and toddler group. 

Six parents and babies/toddlers attended. Ruth used different movements and storytelling to engage 

the parents and toddlers. The parents and toddlers had great fun during the session.  

Play day -Meath partnership provided an online kite making workshop for the after school children 

during Covid 19, this kept them busy and we took a trip to the beach to fly the kites. 

 

Covid-19 mental health support care packs for the youths funded by Meath CYPSC. 

 

Summer camp- The summer camps saw the children visit Malahide castle and the Lama Farm in 

Ardree. The children took part in karate, boxing workshops, arts and cookery. 



 

 

 

 A Visit from ‘Pauls pets’ and his exotic animals where the children got to hold in their hands (or on 

their heads) snakes, frogs, lizards and Geckos! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Youth activities  

During the summer the youths visited Powerscourt waterfall, The 

Zoo and Tayto Park. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The youth group and volunteers dressed up for Halloween spooktacular event as Causey farm 

 

 

Challenges 

The challenges this year was the Covid-19 2 metre rule and providing group work to the community 

within those limits.  The lack of suitable spaces and premises to run various groups, parenting groups 

and recreational groups meant groups sizes had to reduce to 6 maximum per room or 2 facilitators 

and 4 parents for programmes. This was managed by providing parenting programmes online, renting 

spaces as Mornington community hall for defibrillation training and encouraging the groups to meet 

in outdoor spaces. 

 

 



 

 

Community Initiatives 

Parent and toddler online workshops 

Parent and Toddler Group  

Parent and toddler group started back in September. This is a great opportunity for parents in the 

community to come, meet up with other parents and have a chat. It also gives the toddlers and babies 

a chance to interact with each other. Parent and toddler 

group runs on Thursday from 10am -12pm and everyone is 

welcome. It’s very much play based where toddlers and 

babies can explore their environment and play with 

different materials. This is a good support for parents to 

have 

LGBTQI Youth group  

Youth work Ireland 

facilitate an LGBTQI youth 

club for the Laytown 

Bettystown area in The FRC 

with group meeting every 

week and enjoying an end 

of year trip at Christmas to Navan Soliste.  

Play therapy Meath Springboard provided play therapy in The FRC until June 2021.  

Counselling Meath partnership provided counselling in East Coast FRC to families we work with as 

part of their Meath wellness hub.  

Programmes Parent support programmes ran this year included parenting when separated, 

‘Responding to early warning signs, Non Violence Resistance and Parents plus Children’s Programme. 

Neighbourly food- FRC volunteers have delivered 870 

food parcels in 2021. 

The Christmas raffle, The Gifting Tree and the Food 

appeal  With help from the community and all the local 

businesses in the area, €935 was raised with the 

Christmas raffle so to provide food hampers, children’s 

gifts and clothes to 77 children and 115 adults in the 



 

 

local community. Pats Centra Bettystown and the sea swimmers raised €1010 on the 21.12.22 for the 

FRC. 

 

The 13-16 year olds at Christmas with their 

new youth club hoodies. 

 

 

 

 

The afterschool children singing Carols at St 

Ursualas nursing home  

 

 

 

 

     

 

   

  



 

 

 

LAGORE ROAD COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

Lagore Road Community  
Childcare CLG 
First Steps Childcare Centre 
Lagore Road, Dunshaughlin,  
Co. Meath, A85 WN32 
Telephone: 01-824 0756 / 087 919 9136 
Email: firststeps@crannsupportgroup.ie 

 

Chairpersons Report 

This has been a year like no other, a year of embracing challenge been isolated with the 

pandemic. A year where we are very conscious of the crises poses to parents, children, 

staff and management alike. 

Staff, parents and children adapted well to new policies, procedures and guidelines 

introduced to facilitate changed in work practices dictated by Covid-19.  Staff realised 

importance of remaining connected in order to deliver their much need service with 

success and soon developed additional communication strategies through Facebook 

with storytelling, arts & crafts and play, WhatsApp and virtual meetings through Zoom. 

Professional staff training continued and was delivered successfully by virtual meeting.  A handbook for the 

BOM has also been devised.  The service enjoys a comfortable financial situation as we improve income over 

expenditure. 

I want to acknowledge and thank our CEO, Marie Daly, HR Manager Rachel Grant, who worked tirelessly on 

negotiating planning and organizing new pathways and offered support to everyone as the situation continued 

to change on a daily basis for all eventualities, endeavoring to get the best possible results in planning a safe 

return of the service. Our Directors, Committee, Deirdre Kelly and Irene Farrell Community Employment Co-

Ordinators, Annie McGuinness Crèche Manager. Great appreciation is due to staff who remained enthusiastic, 

undertook mandatory training in infection control and PPE use e and are responsible for having the service in 

a perfect state of operational preparation for the return back of our children to a safe environment. 

As Chairperson of this committee, I look forward optimistically. 

Ellen Cogavin 

Chairperson 

mailto:firststeps@crannsupportgroup.ie


 

 

LAGORE ROAD COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

At First Steps we’ve created a special place where your child’s sense of wonder and natural curiosity are 

nurtured every day by our passionate and enthusiastic team. During their time with us at First Steps we will 

play our part in helping your child to develop their social skills and gain increasing independence. We believe 

that learning is child’s play and all our fun activities promote your child’s physical, emotional and cognitive 

development. We provide a homely, warm and safe setting that’s responsive to each child’s interests and 

sensitive to their individual needs. Our underlining approach is the belief that every child is a unique and 

special individual. 

First Steps is a fabulous purpose built childcare service established since November 2009. It is dedicated in 

caring for children aged 3 months to 12 years of age.  Located in the heart of Dunshaughlin, on a half-acre of 

fun filled space for children to develop in a secure and safe environment. Our service is fully insured, and 

Tusla registered and all staff are fully qualified and certified in First Aid, Manual Handling, Fire safety, Lamh 

Sign Language, Children Yoga and supporting Positive Behaviour training and much more. 

2021 was a great year for us in First Steps. Even in these times of uncertainty dealing with a pandemic our 

team grew stronger and we were all motivated and determined to ensure the children receive the best care 

they deserved.  Throughout the year, the children engaged in lots of special activities, like; planting, learning 

about the rules of the road, traffic light signs, about their different emotions and feelings, Hygiene, people in 

our community, different cultures etc.  Even in this unprecedented times, the children were able to engage 

in lots of special events. 

ACHIEVEMENTS: 

The year 2021 was a remarkable year for us all. Our team brought in their individual strengths, expertise as 

well as team spirit to make it a memorable experience for all our children and their families.  

Training Days - We participated in 2 training days this year; April 2021 & October 2021. 

 

 

 

 

Christmas Fundraiser 2021 



 

 

               

 
 

Our 2021 Christmas Fundraising was a great success. All our service users had participated in this    

event and showed great support in making it a success. There was optimal team spirit as all our staff 
and   management made great effort in making this event a success, and all our children looked 
forward to this event, as there was cake sale and Santa grotto organized for this memorable event.    
 

         

 
 

 

 

Bog Jump Fundraiser 

 



 

 

All the childcare services of Crann Support Group joined together for a Battle of the Branches Bog 
Jump Fundraiser on Saturday 9th October 2021, in aid of two personal within the company with severe 
health conditions. It was a great day, with plenty of team spirit shown, to support our colleagues in 
there time of need. 

  
 

 

Preschool Graduation 2021 

 



 

 

 

Though Parents couldn’t come in to watch the children sings and perform all the songs they learnt 

throughout the preschool years, they were all so excited to watch it on zoom. 

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES/EVENTS:  

Our Centre took part in a nationwide protest to Government Buildings as part of the Respect and 

Value for Early Years Educators in order to highlight our important role in educating our young 

Children and this should reflect in our pay and conditions. 



 

 

 

 

There were lots of special activities/events that occurred in our 
service in 2021.  
 Halloween dress up party and Various group activities 
 Christmas show 
 Mother’s Day: Group activity: baking caking cakes for mammies 
 Super hero day: Children dressed up in their favourite costumes, they also supported us 

Educators valuing Early years.  
 St Patrick Day parade: Dress up parade and art and craft. 
 World book day: Children brought their favourite story books from home to read and share 

with all their friends and we did group activity ‘Teddy Bear picnic’ 
 Easter celebrations: Group activities: colouring and painting Easter eggs, making Easter baskets 

with recycle milk bottles, Easter egg hunt 

 
 
 



 

 

Childhood Services Week  

 

The National Childhood Network (NCN), and a 
diversity of agencies, invited all early childhood 
and school age services across the island of 
Ireland to participate in Childhood Services Week 
2021 from  24th May to 29th May 2021 

During Childhood Services Week we are 
encouraging services to hold their own Festival of 
the Arts, providing lots of opportunities for children 
to engage in different arts experiences that enrich 
children’s learning and support their holistic 
development. Art activities such as music and 
dance, junk art, malleable materials, drawing, 
painting, storytelling and drama allow children 
make choices, use their imaginations, fantasise and 
take risks. Skills which they will bring with them 
into adulthood along with an understanding and 
appreciation of the arts. 

       

 

Elizabeth Oyetoro took part in Crann Support Group Awards 

Competition 2021; she created a portfolio which highlighted the 

importance of Learning Opportunities through play for 0-3 year age 

group. Elizabeth enjoyed doing this competition. 
 

 

Preschool Christmas Shows 2021    

 



 

 

 
 

Our Christmas show was a great success and a lovely experience for all our children and team. The 
children were given the opportunity to choose their songs for the show, and they had so much fun 
practicing together as a group for their show. We received positive feedbacks from Parents as this 
was emailed to them. This was a great achievement for our team as we all had fun rehearsing and 
carrying-out the show.  

 

Beep -Beep Day: 

 

 



 

 

 

Halloween                               

     

                                                                                           

Decorating our Christmas Tree 

                                      

Baking Activity - Mother’s Day 

 

Teddy Bear picnic - World book day                                                                  

 

 



 

 

St Patrick Parade        

                                   

 
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the train station & Thomas, the train 



 

 

                        
 
 
 
The Tractor : Pretend play  
driving a tractor of the farm 

                  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

At the Hospital (Firststeps Hospital) 

         
 

Community Helpers 

  

Different Jobs in the Community/ Working in partnership with parents: 

We talked about different people that help us in our community. The parents were so kind to make 

about 2mins of videos talking about their jobs, which we played for the children. 

The children get the opportunity to learn about different jobs, and most important get to role play 

those jobs throughout the weeks. 

Some of the jobs are: Builders, nurses, teachers, librarian, pilots, shop keepers, engineer, ad graphic 

and video designer etc. 



 

 

   
    Parachute Fun             

                         

Cultures around the world: 

Teaching the children about identity, uniqueness and loving their differences; we continue from 

learning about ‘All about me’ from when the preschool started and learn about different countries, 

cultures, currency, languages, beliefs, food and more. 

Some of the countries we learnt about were America, Ireland, England, Denmark, Indian, Nigeria, 

Mauritius, and Moldova. 



 

 

 

  

 

Celebrating Irish Culture through St Patrick’s Day Celebration

 



 

 

  

Our Little project: 

 

Making a rocket ship 

 



 

 

 

Trip to Trim Castle 

 

 

 CHALLENGES: 
 

There lots of challenges encountered within our team and in our service in general in 2021, such as; 
Staff shortage and children's absentees due to the rise in positive cases of COVID 19, inability to plan 
and implement curriculum activities due to uncertainty of children's daily attendance. These 
challenges had a huge impact on our team especially on children's emotional state. A feelings check-
ins wall was created in the room, after having a group discussion with the children. They children loved 
placing their pictures on how they are feeling each day they came in. In additional, the one way system 
was quite challenging for few parents at the beginning, as they had complained that they had to go 
round the service to drop off or collect their children. However, most of our Parents were very 
supportive and understanding during this unprecedented times. Our team were very professional in 
addressing these challenges to the best of our ability.  Other challenges were: 

 Implementing the new Policy and Procedures. 

 Ensuring our pod was thoroughly sterilised daily i.e. door and press handles, equipment, low 
shelving, tables, chairs, cot room and windows.  

  Continue to work as a team in our Pod during this difficult time. 

 Not being able to socialize and mix with staff and children in other pods as this is a huge benefit 
to Staff and Children alike. 

 



 

 

 

COMMUNITY INITIATIVES: 
                   Cake sale: ‘Help raise a batch of smiles for sick children’ 

                               
                We raised €323.45 for this worthy cause.  

We organised a fundraiser for Temple Street children's hospital. They baked cakes, buns etc and sold 
them to parents, staff and children.  
 

 



 

 

MEATH COMMUNITY DRUG & ALCOHOL RESPONSE 

 

Meath Community Drug & Alcohol Response 
Unit 1 Haggard Mews 
Trim, Co Meath 
TEL:   087-0933759 / 086-4081511 
E-MAIL:  mcdar@eircom.net  

 

MCDAR is a confidential service providing a range of supports to individuals and family members who may be 

experiencing difficulties with addiction. We are a safe non - judgmental environment where issues 

underpinning addiction can be explored. We operate our service based on mutual respect, dignity, and 

equality. Anyone can make a referral to MCDAR. 

HSE Social Inclusion allocation to the North Eastern Regional Drug & Alcohol Task Force funds MCDAR. 

In 2021 the operating of the service was again governed by Covid 19 guidelines which we were able to work 

well within and continued to provide support for our service users. 

We value our interagency networks for additional supports for our service users. 

 MCDAR is saddened by the untimely deaths of some our service user’s. We acknowledge their lives and 
the pain and loss for their families and friends.                                                                                

 Words cannot express the gratitude of MCDAR for the selfless generosity of the family of one of our 
young service users who sadly died in 2021. They established a GoFundMe page in his memory with all 
proceeds for MCDAR service users and their needs 

 

Achievements 
 

 We successfully identified and sourced a premise to operate our service 
from in Navan. It has long been a goal for MCDAR. We wish to acknowledge all 
who have contributed with once off funding grants and donations and made this 
possible. It will serve the community well and it has wonderful potential. 
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 We successfully completed our stabilization Group in partnership with the HSE Addiction services from the 
new Navan base. The groups aim is positive progression for participants in addressing their addiction. When 
we are steadier in our lives, we have more opportunity for positive change. 

 

 

Art work from Stabilisation Group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 MCDAR hosts Meath Interagency Strengthening Families Programme, (SFP), and we were proud to 
participate on and successfully complete the pilot 2021 SFP online version. It was a new way to work for 
everyone and the outcome surpassed all initial expectations.  The SFP is designed to allow parents and their 
children build new healthy parent/child communication skills that build up positive relationships within the 
family 

 

 

 Eleven service users accessed residential treatment beds and continue to work on their recovery 
 

Challenges 
 Our big challenge is to secure ongoing funding for our Navan base and develop service delivery from there 

in the community. 

 To secure additional funding to employ more staff to address our waiting list. We carried forward 57 people 
in January 2021. We had 147 new referrals in total this year and carried forward 79 into next year, 2022.  

 



 

 

 

C/F to 2021 W/L                                                       57     New R/F accept       14 

New Referrals  147     Waiting List accept       14 

Total                                                      204   Non contactable       49 

        Other Service       39 

        Other  RIP Treatment GP 9 

        Total        125 

        C/F Jan 22 W/L       79 

        Total        204 

 

Activity 

Approximately 150 Service Users, including Family members, received various as needed and ongoing supports 

during the year. 

 Brief Interventions by phone 

 Brief Interventions in the community setting 

 Key Working Sessions in person 

 Scheduled and structured outreach support 

 Counselling sessions as funding permits 

 Assessments for onward referral to Treatment Centers. 

 Advocacy support 

 Family Support in person 

 

MCDAR stayed working throughout 2021 following Covid-19 Guidelines. Our phone support was high.  

 

What some of our service users had to say………. 

 ‘thanks for the little extra’s which can be very big in a person’s life’ 

 Other service.....‘everyone that comes through the door talks about one or other of you and your 
work’ 

 Other service…..’positive working experience with MCDAR regarding mutual service user 



 

 

 New referrals frequently name how much 
they appreciate the call back and the chat 
regardless of our waiting list. Makes a 
difference that someone actually comes 
back to them  

 Notes and cards of appreciation from 
service users 

 

 

 

Art donated by a Service user 

 

Staff 

 Coordinator 

 Full time and part time Community Project Workers 

 One Support Worker on Community Employment Scheme 

 Three Counsellors on contract for service when funding permits 

 Two Facilitators on contract for service when needed and funding permits 



 

 

MEATH JOB CLUB 

Meath Job Club 
29 Flower Hill, Navan, Co. Meat 

Tel: (046) 907 8968 / 085 8665783 
Email: contact@meathjobclub.com 

 

 

ACTIVITIES IN 2021 

In 2021, we put our time and effort into each of our 

clients.  We coached, helped, supported, and advised on a 

vast range of job hunting related topics including CV 

support, changing direction, upskilling, and in-work 

benefits. We researched, networked, collaborated, and 

mined the hidden job market and kept abreast of 

opportunities to help our clients land that job. 

Job Clubs (nationwide), provide a free, confidential service 

to assist job seekers to re-enter employment through 

individualised supports, a 'drop in' service, CV preparation 

and formal workshops.  Job Clubs link extensively with 

employers and are funded by the Department of Social 

Protection (DSP). 

 

Meath Job Club has been operational in the county for over 

20 years.  The service is staffed by highly qualified, 

professional specialists with a deep knowledge of:  

 

 the skills and tools needed to get work  
 the region’s labour market, and 
 the wide range of employment supports offered by DSP  
 

As well as guidance and advice on all aspects of job 

seeking (to clients of all ages and from different 

backgrounds), we advise employers on DSP incentives 

which create employment and we provide recruitment 

supports free of charge.  Over the years, we have built a 

thriving cross-sectoral employer network through which 

we use to help to place our job seekers. 

WE ENSURED ‘STAR’ TREATMENT  

Our approach is approachable and person-centred and our 

support is quality-driven, holistic and targeted to each 

client’s need.    

 Swift: 2 - 4 weeks from start to finish is our goal.  

 Targeted: for us, one size does not fit all. It’s about 

tailoring and targeting and showcasing ‘individuals’ – 
the people behind the skill-set and the C.V. 

 Agile:  We continually reinvented ourselves, adapting 

to the job market, changing to meet our clients’ needs, 
and advances in recruitment processes and of course, 
the pandemic. 

 Responsive:  We responded to need and to feedback.  

Our track record and feedback from clients was good. 
Very good. It kept us going, motivated, and on our toes. 
We offered our best and then worked to offer even 
better. 



 

 

A SERVICE FOR JOB 

SEEKERS  

Our service is for people who 

want to work, who are aged 18 

up, currently out of work, under-

employed, or on a COVID-19 

payment and vitally, who want to 

get the best possible, 

professional, targeted support so that they get the best 

possible job.   
 

WE OFFER SUPPORT WITH (including 
remotely)   

 

 CV development (creating, auditing the client and 
their skills, de cluttering, upgrading, and customising 
their CV’s to match employers’ needs). 

 Competence-based job applications (building the 
evidence to prove they had what it takes). 

 Cover letters (content, layout and customising). 
 Navigating applicant tracking systems (software 

that automatically screens job applications). 
 Tapping into the hidden job market (finding those 

jobs below the radar/not advertised). 
 Interview work (on-site and remote interview 

preparation, and competence-based interviews). 

Thanks to a strong collaboration between our sponsor, The CRANN Support Group, our funder DSP, our 

very dedicated staff and, the many service users who spread the word, we continued and improved our 

service. 

OUR MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAM 

BACKGROUNDS:- 

Mentoring and Job Coaching | Redundancy Counselling 

Adult & Continuing Education & Training | Biotechnology 

Adult Guidance & Counselling | Business Management & 

Marketing | Molecular Biology | Quantitative Statistics 

Social Policy & Unemployment | Advocacy and Information 

Provision | Hospitality | IT Training | Personal 

Development 

 

In Job Club we continued to offer our unique approach - we 

didn’t just prepare clients for work. Despite the pandemic, 

we helped over a 100 clients to find that work. 



 

 

CHALLENGES AND CHANGES IN 2020 

BECAUSE JOBSEEKERS COULDN’T COME TO US, WE WENT TO THEM. 

Our biggest challenge was to ensure continued support for our service users.  This meant reviewing 

and tailoring our service to offer it remotely –whilst ensuring our clients felt connected and 

supported. 

ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2020 

Despite lockdowns, we supported over 200 job 

seekers, offering one off and ongoing support -  

 Jobs: Over a 100 of our clients started jobs and 
apprenticeships; another 25 started courses.  

 Communities: via Social Media Marketing we reached 
out to the different communities to offer our remote 
service.  

 Employers: we continued to link with employers to 
fill their job vacancies and market our clients. As a 
result, some of our youngest job seekers ….. 

 18-20 year olds, who had given up hope of getting 
work (after more than 12 unemployment), started 
their first job and are still working.  

 Training: We encouraged others to think ahead and 
helped them source training to enhance their 
prospects and, to source funding for that training.   

IN 2020 WE INTRODUCED 

A ‘Rapid Response’ Policy’. To improve our quality 

systems and to ensure that our clients remained at the heart 

of the Job Club service, we promised ‘Immediate Access’ to 

us and the service. We ensured that every client enquiry, or 

referral was followed-up within 24 hours. (Excluding 

weekends) 
 

Weekly Case Management:  to ensure that every 

conceivable opportunity open to each client had been 

explored by us (with them); every network and nuance 

noted so that every angle had been exploited by the team, to 

maximise the outcome for the client.  
 

We digitalised: to enable us to track each interaction with 

our client so that every agreed action was time-lined and 

goal-locked, followed through, and captured, and this 

avoided time wasting and duplication.  
 

Goal-locking:  As part of our quality measures MJC set goal-

locks to ensure that clients enjoyed lots of small milestones 

on the way to the big goal – of landing a job.  
 

My Futures: we offered additional support via ‘My Futures’ 

which enhance our service to clients in helping them keep 

their remote journey and journal close, all in one place and 

accessible on their mobile phone. 

IN 2020 WE SKILLED UP 

Information Gurus. Investment in training ensured that 

staff were conversant with new DSP initiatives, in work 

incentives, training, the job market; social media, GDPR; 

confidentiality; track and trace, and COVID awareness. This 

helped to ensure that our users had access to everything 

they needed at our one-stop-shop. 

Social Media Marketing: we reviewed our image and our message. Supported by our sponsor CRANN and via 

the Volunteer Bureau we worked with Graphic Artists and Social Media Professionals, and ‘Bill’ was hatched.  

Bill knows a lot - about perspective and how the early bird gets the worm. Bill’s advice is ‘don’t wing it, WORK 

it!’  Meet Bill …. 

WE WILL CONTINUE TO WORK ….. 

 To increase public awareness of our service and have it recognised for the value it brings to County Meath. 
 To broaden our employer base and the recruitment supports we offer – all available free of charge. 
 To increase traffic to and feedback from our Facebook page, our developing Twitter and Instagram 

accounts and our website -currently being revamped – all to get the word out about this service.  On 



 

 

Facebook we advertise jobs; provide information on in-work benefits; employment supports for employers and; 
job search tips and career advice.   

We agree (with Mark Twain),  that ‘the secret of getting ahead is getting started’  

contact@meathjobclub.com | 085 866 5738.  
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NAVAN COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 
 

Navan Community  
Childcare CLG 
Daoine Óga Childcare Centre 
Beechmount Homepark  
Navan, Co Meath 
C15 WCP7  
Tel: 046 9075379 / 087 979 5639 Fax: 046 9075386  
E-mail: navan@crannsupportgroup.ie 

 

Chairperson’s Report  

This year’s annual report reflects the growth and development that has 

taken place within Daoine Óga and the impact the centre has on the 

provision of Childhood services to the local community.  

In another challenging year, against the back drop of the COVID 19 

pandemic, the management and staff worked with the HSE and DCEDIY, to 

minimise risk to children and young people and their families. The “Play 

Pod” strategy helped to restrict interactions between confined groups of 

children and young people and adults. As a Board we are immensely proud 

of the work of our managers and staff in Daoine Óga over the 12 months of 

2021 and their flexibility to change based on the ongoing challenges of the 

pandemic. 

Daoine Óga offers high quality childhood services and have continued in 2021 to work towards the 

achievement of the Siolta Quality Award, a process of 3 years. Choosing a good childhood setting is an 

important decision that can improve the daily lives of children and young people and their parents. Parents 

need to feel that as a childhood provider we offer a safe and stimulating, loving environment in which each 

child and young person will mentally and physically thrive. High quality childcare requires a commitment from 

both parents and providers, who form a close working relationship for the wellbeing of the child and young 

person.  Daoine Óga looks forward to achieving this full award in 2022. 

Daoine Óga once more had a successful financial year, supported by the funding from the EWSS to manage 

the challenges of the pandemic. We thank CRANN Support Group for their continued support of our Board 

at Daione Óga to provide good governance. We acquired additional land adjacent to the centre and look 

forward to further developments of our services during 2022.  



 

 

We said farewell to our Chair and Board Member, Shay Fulham and we wish to acknowledge and thank Shay 

for his volunteerism, his energy and contribution to our Board since its opening.  

 

Barbara Bolger 

__________________ 

Barbara Bolger 
Acting Chairperson  

 

 

  



 

 

 

NAVAN COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

Achievements/ funding  

We obtained financing via the Covid-19 Capital Grant 2020 to purchase equipment for outdoor spaces, 

allowing children to spend more time outside and reducing the transmission of the Covid-19 virus. We also 

received €4500 through the Grant Program for Improved Ventilation 2021. For the rooms, the service 

delivered air purifiers made by Clever Kids. Below are some photos of children having fun with the outdoors 

equipment that was brought. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Special Activities  

Daoine Óga took part in the Crann Support Group fundraising by cycling to Betty's town and plunging into 

the water. They met a number of individuals who supported them along the journey. The Crann fund 

raiser's mission is to help Crann employees and their families who were experiencing health problems 

and were unable to work. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The service was preparing for the Siolta quality award, which had been in the works for three years. 

The after-school children wanted to be a part of the process as well, so they worked on some DIY 

projects with their after-school practitioner and furnished the rooms with mud kitchens, plants, and 

bug houses. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenges  

Staff were leaving their roles, and it was difficult to find new individuals to replace them, adding to the 

pressure that the service was already under due in part to Covid-19, as the childcare service operated in 

play pods. The Play pod model is described as follows by the DCYA: As an alternative to social separation, 



 

 

which is impossible with young children, the "play pod" strategy restricts interactions between confined 

groups of children and adults. To prevent the infection from propagating inside the environment.  

We were also restricted in the children been able to go out into the community as well and they would 

have done on previous years again this was down to the virus.  

We also found challenging was adapting to new ways of thinking outdoor for the children as they were no 

longer able to have children sitting around the fire during winter and singing song or allow them to uses 

tools due to insurance reasons. 

Community Initiatives 

The children in the ECCE classroom wanted to attracted more animals to the garden so they joined the 

‘Woodies Budding Gardeners’ which looks at getting children more involved in gardening. Here we can see 

where the children made a little hotel for animals. The children in the other rooms were making fairy 

gardens as and the toddlers were planting in the garden all this wonderful experiences can be seen below.    

 

 

  



 

 

NAVAN TRAVELLERS WORKSHOP CLG 

 
Navan Travellers  
Workshop CLG 
 
Little Angels Childcare Service 
CYWS Hall, Fairgreen, 
Navan, Co. Meath. 
Tel 046 9027801, Fax 046 9073298 
Company Registered Number: 168151  

Charity Number: 20026134    
 

Meath Travellers Workshop was established in 1965.  In January 2010, the Little Angels Childcare Service 

was established through the government subvention scheme and provides a fully integrated service for the 

Traveller, settled and migrant community.  

The afterschool service caters for 20 children ranging between 5 and 12 years of age. The session provides 

homework support, a nutritious hot dinner and recreational activities. The children further develop their 

social skills and learn more about cultural diversity. 

 
 

 



 

 

RONANSTOWN COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

 
Ronanstown Community 
Childcare CLG 
Neilstown Shopping Centre 
Neilstown Road 
Clondalkin  
Dublin 22  
Phone: 01-4572269 / 086 8279370     
E-MAIL: Ronanstownccc@crannsupportgroup.ie 
 
 

Chairpersons Report  

Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre has been operational for the last 

23 years, established in 1999. In addition to providing a an early childhood 

service we also host a community employment scheme supporting people 

in the locality to access training and skills to develop personally and 

professionally. Ronanstown’s Community Childcare Centre was established 

to provide a quality affordable child-friendly facility for all children in the 

North Clondalkin community and its surrounding areas, offering 

professional early childhood services for children in the local community. 

Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre is an independent company and 

a member of the Crann Support Group (CRANN). The mission statement for Ronanstown Community 

Childcare Centre has at its core the importance of children being nurtured and educated to meet their full 

potential. This year we joined the two Boards of Rowlagh Womens Group Preschool and Ronanstown 

Community Childcare Centre.  

Mission Statement 

Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre works in partnership with the community, providing high quality 

affordable, early childhood care and education for the children and their families in our community. We 

have caring professional staff who provide a holistic, nurturing and stimulating educational environment. 

All our children are encouraged to play, learn, grow and develop to their full potential. 

Curriculum 

Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre engages in an emergent curriculum and adheres to the Siolta 

Quality Framework and the Aistear Curriculum Framework. We provide an inquiry play based curriculum 
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across the service. Our enthusiastic, qualified and experienced team of early years practitioners implement 

the emergent play-based programme where activities are planned based on strengths, interests and the 

needs of children in our care. Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre ensure the children have access to 

outdoor play everyday. 

Challenges 

This year has continued to be challenging for Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre and indeed the 

whole early year’s sector as the issues arising from a global pandemic continued in 2021. We operated the 

Working Safely Protocols prepared by CRANN Support Group to minimise the risk of infection spread. 

Staff Training 

Staff in this service have engaged in CPD and in relevant training on an ongoing basis throughout the year.  

Acknowledgement of Stakeholders/Members 

Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre has strong community links and engages with varied 

stakeholders.  

 The Crann Group provide excellent supports, resources and services to Ronanstown Community 

Childcare Centre including HR, IT, Financial and pedagogical supports.  

 Tusla, Pobal and the Department of Social Protection continue to fund and support Ronanstown 

Community Childcare Centre 

 Our Manager, Daiva Baltramonaitiene and her staff provide dedicated, committed, professional and 

caring quality provision for the children and families in Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre. 

I would like to thank my fellow board members who give willingly of their time and expertise to oversee 

and direct Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre. They meet regularly to assist in the management of 

the service and their hard work and commitment is very much appreciated.  

 

Martina Coombes 

______________________ 
Martina Coombes 
Chairperson 
 

  



 

 

RONANSTOWN COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 
 

Achievements 

RCCC Team demonstrated great resourcefulness and managed to make all stakeholders’ days as meaningful 

and joyful as it was possible under the continued circumstances of covid-19 infection. Without a doubt that 

was the major achievement of 2021. 

Extra effort was put into decorations that were expected to add to the 

atmosphere, for example, the decoration in the hall made by 

afterschool children was such a nice feature of our  St Patrick’s Day 

celebration.  

 

 

 

 

 

With some restrictions still applicable in August, effective team 

planning resulted in family members being able to arrive and 

celebrate the milestones of their preschool children. The 

Graduation Ceremony was one to remember!  

 

 

 

 

On top of planned activities inside, and outside, including local 

parks, the Summer Camp 2021 kids were able to enjoy two outings, 

- to Red Mountain Farm and Fort Lucan.  



 

 

In December we got to enjoy the festive season: every inch of the 

Centre walls was covered in Christmas art creations. Preschool 

children decorated their rooms and practiced their Christmas songs, 

while afterschool children helped to set up Santa’s grotto and 

participated in Ronanstown Carol Service.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Award ceremony launched by CRANN in spring provided an opportunity to showcase the valuable 

contributions of our Early Years Practitioners and the positive effect their practice has for staff, children, their 

families and the wider community. It is hard to overestimate our excitement when the preschool room 

practitioners became the winners under Learning Opportunities Through Play category!  

 

 



 

 

Last, but not the least achievement to mention was that two RCCC members of staff brought new life into 

the world and added two new members to our children waiting list! 

Special Activities 

One of the highlights of the year was our participation in the international ‘Jerusalema’ challenge alongside 

all CRANN members: six dancers from RCCC deserved loads of cheers from the audience. 

 

Challenges 

2021 was a year when ‘the whole world was short-staffed’ and Ronanstown CCC suffered regarding that as 

well. The quality of service delivery was affected in relation to curriculum planning and implementation on 

some days. At the end of such a day, staff said looking at each other: ‘we survived!’ and felt satisfied because 

children in their care were safe, healthy, and as happy as it was possible.  

The top challenge of the year was definitely the procedure of the service re-registration with Tusla: 

everything, from booking a fire risk assessment, to finding the contractors able to meet the agreed 

deadlines was highly time and effort consuming. The application was eventually submitted by November 

2021. 

Community Initiatives 

2021 was a year when Ronanstown team proved to be a loyal member of CRANN Support Group community. 

During in-house fundraising event we were able to raise over three thousand euro. 



 

 

April was marked by Bella’s Fundraising in order to support a local family in a very vulnerable situation. 

Ronanstown CCC joined the community initiative and raised three thousand seven hundred euro. It was a 

bright day (not only weather wise) when Bella paid a visit to the Centre. 

 

 

  



 

 

RONANSTOWN COMMUNITY CHILDCARE  

COMMUNITY EMPLOYMENT SCHEME 
 

Achievements  

Community Employment training continues  

The Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre closed on 13th March 2020 due 

to the pandemic. Nevertheless, CE participants adjusted brilliantly to a new 

way of learning while at home. They embraced their online environment 

though it represented many challenges. The availability of IT equipment was one such challenge, with many carrying 

out their training on phones. The ETB were very supportive at this time, devising innovative methods of carrying out 

assignments, examinations etc. This was easily coordinated from the CE supervisor’s home. Courses were successfully 

completed by May 2020 and applications for the following year were finalised and commenced by October 2020. As a 

result, the level of training for Ronanstown Community Childcare Centre CE participants has increased in 2020 rather 

than decreased at one of the most challenging times in our countries history for many decades. 

 

Training activity  

The following training is taking place at present 
Early Childhood Care & Education L5 year 2 – 4 CE participants  

Early Childhood Care & Education L5 year 2 (online – 2 modules) – 1 CE Participant  

Early Childhood Care & Education L6 year 1 – 2 CE participants  

Early Childhood Care & Education L6 year 2 – 1 CE participant 

Supervision In Early Childhood Care QQI Level 6  - 3 CE participants 

Business Admin L 5 year 2 –2 CE participant 

ESOL level 3 - 1 CE participant 

Uncertified training 

Anytime Training: Understanding Behaviour – AUsome Training - 6 CE participants 

  



 

 

ROWLAGH WOMENS GROUP CLG 
 
 

 

Rowlagh Women’s Group  
Aras Rualach 
Neilstown Road 
Dublin 22 
Telephone: 01 – 6230574  
Email: Crecherow@gmail.com 

 
 

Chairpersons Address 

At Rowlagh Women’s group, the main challenge we faced was the fact our crèche 
is situated in a building with shared use this causes some issues with opening 
times.  This caused major problems with getting management on board to open 
the building at times to suit us. Finding Board members has always been a 
struggle, this year we have retained two more people to the board. Thankfully we 
had not many challenges this year as everything settled down after COVID.   

The service is going from strength to strength as of late. Through restructuring of 
the staff and the commitment of CRANN the service is doing very well.   

Our staff have got something positive out of the pandemic. They were able to gain training and support, which 
really improved the staff skills. We are now in a much better position to develop and grow the service. This will 
allow us to offer more to the children and parents that come through our doors.    

We as a board would like to thank CRANN for all their support throughout the last few years. There incredible 
involvement in the crèche caused it to thrive, without them we would not be in the position we are today. We 
would also like to thank the staff for their hard work and dedication while having to adapt to new rules and 
protocols due to the pandemic.    

We would like to welcome Liz Doyle to our Board. Liz joined us in February and with her she brought a wealth of 
experience, which we are grateful to have.    

 

Maxine Dunne 

_________________ 
Maxine Dunne 
Chairperson 

  



 

 

ROWLAGH WOMENS GROUP CLG 
  

Achievements 

One staff member is currently engaging in the Linc CPD training. They have 

completed the first of six packages. 

 

Special Events 

Again this year as Covid-19 was still so present in our 

community we hired Santa’s grotto again and gave the 

children a memorable Christmas party. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenges 

The start of 2021 was a bit rocky for our service as we were unsure if we would ever open fully to the full capacity. We 

opened our service and catered for just 5 children from January to the second week in March to enable their 



 

 

parents/care givers to go work on the frontline. The staff made up packs for the other children to keep them engaged 

whilst at home. 

Community Initiative 

We visited our local library many times. We also visited the community centre in collaboration with the library for a pop 

up library day. The children and staff walked to the local post box to post their Santa letters. The children thoroughly 

enjoy these little outings. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SIMONSTOWN CHILDCARE FACILITY CLG 
 

Simonstown Childcare  
Facility CLG  
Simonstown Childcare Facility CLG  
Simonstown, Navan, Co. Meath, C15 N61X  
Ph: 046 9031518/ 087 413 6499 
Fax: 046 9093330  
E-mail: lecheile@crannsupportgroup.ie  

Company Registration No: 424545 Charitable Status: 20062859 

 

Chairperson’s Report 

As always, the commitment and dedication of all the staff in 2021 was second to none.  
In particular, I would like to commend the Management Team at CRANN for providing the 
Board of Simonstown Childcare Facility and the Early Years team with the leadership, 
knowledge, skills, and know-how, in guiding us through this pandemic and with the 
successful re-opening of our service.   I especially note activities such as: 
 

 The VHI Employee Assistance Programme – Is up and running. It went live on 
the 16th June for all our staff members to access.  

 Insurance Review  
 Website – Is now complete. Our social media pages are linked to the website.  
 Staff Bonus - Finalised the method we would use in order to come to a decision on what staff would 

receive as their bonus which would be fair and transparent. 
 Systems Development – Sharepoint, Kelio, Child Paths and the Accounting systems 
 Achievements Evening 
 Code of Governance 

 

We remain committed to working towards achieving the goals, targets and KPI’s contained within the strategic plan over 
the next few year. 
 

 

Marguerite Fitzpatrick 
___________________________ 
Marguerite Fitzpatrick 
Chairperson 

  

mailto:lecheile@crannsupportgroup.ie


 

 

SIMONSTOWN CHILDCARE FACILITY CLG 

Achievements 

During this past year two of our full day care 

staff Bernie May and Tania Murtagh have 

submitted the last module of their Level 7 and 

will continue with their studies in September to 

achieve their BA in Early Childhood Care and 

Education. 

The Manager Jay Conaty completed and 

graduated as a Linc co-ordinator, while Wendy 

Shotowna completed her Level 6 in Early 

Childhood Care and Education.  

A number of rooms also took part in the Crann 

Annual Awards and were very proud to reach 

the final. 

 

Activities 

 

Even though the pod system presented us with many challenges the Aferschool 

staff endeavoured to provide the children attending during the summer with a 

variety of outings which the children enjoyed immensely. Some of the outings 

included a trip to the Alpaca farm and the Solaice Glan Community gardens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some of the staff took part in the Jerusalema Dance in recognition of The Early Years Sector and it was posted on a 

number of Social media sites. 



 

 

Events    

One of the major events of the year has to be The Bog Run where staff from a number of services took part in a really 

demanding activity in order to raise money to support 

their colleagues through very difficult times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was a joy 

to be able to 

host Santa who was back to visit the children and their parents in the 

garden albeit abiding by our protocol’s, this was always a special 

experience for the staff and the families attending the service and this 

year was just as good. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenges 

There have been many challenges for the past year while coming to grips with the effect of the pandemic. We really 

faced many issues trying to protect staff and children while trying to ensure we remained fully operational. I feel we 

showed huge resilience as a company and we are proud of the staff for adapting supporting the service throughout the 

last two years. 



 

 

The other major challenge in the past 12 months has been staff shortages and trying to attract staff to the service and 

this is probably going to be the greatest challenge for the service moving forward. 

 

Community Projects 

Our Afterschool children took part in the Pride of Place School Garden Scheme 

and planted all kinds of shrubs, flowers and vegetables around Simonstown. 

It gave the children an opportunity to learn a little bit about horticulture and 

the benefit to the wider community to appreciate the flowers. 

The Community Garda visited the Pre-school children and discussed road 

safety and encouraged the children not to be afraid to approach a Garda and 

ask for help.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

SOUTH MEATH AREA RESPONSE TO TEENAGERS 
 

SMART Project 
South Meath Area Response to Teenagers 
Unit 1, Coogans Offices, 
Haggard St, Trim, Co. Meath 
Tel: 087 414 6653 
Email: smart02@eircom.net  
 

Garda Youth Diversion project across the country from 2021 will be known as Youth Diversion Projects (YDP).  Our project 

will not change in any way, but it is widely accepted that this is a very positive move for young people who attend the 

service. 

Ethos 

We are committed to safeguarding the well-being and promoting the rights of all young people & families with whom 

we work.  

Staff strive to provide a non-judgemental, welcoming environment which facilitates personal development, supports & 

encourages those who wish to realise their full potential. 

Overall Aim 

Taking a holistic approach to young people and their families. Working together on care plans that provide suitable 

activities to facilitate:  

 Personal & Social development,  

 Encourage civic responsibility  

 Improve long term employability prospects. 

 PROGRAMMES Include: 

 1:1 & Group Work Around  

 Crime & Drug Awareness 

 Educational Support 

 Social and Personal Development  

 Citizenship Programmes 

 Leisure Activities  

Family Support Programmes include modules in the areas of communication, family relationships, shared parenting, 

child to parent violence, crisis management, problem solving, decision making, supervision levels, establishing and 

maintaining boundaries, managing family resources, budgeting and managing day to day household tasks.  1:1 with 

family members including 8-11’s. 

REFERRAL ACCEPTED FROM: 

 

SMART 
South Meath Area Response to 

Teenagers  



 

 

Juvenile liaison officer, Garda, Probation, Educational Agencies, Other Agencies, Community, Parents & Self. 

 Challenges & Achievements 

In quarter one Kells Garda district had the most primary referrals, while Trim district had the most secondary referrals 

either from community Garda or school completion. Restrictions during the second quarter were still having an impact 

on engagement and withdrawal of young people. During this quarter it was proving to be more challenging engaging 

young people over zoom or phones.  Thankfully towards the end of the lockdown we were in a position to meet young 

people on a 1:1 either through walk /talk or in their family gardens. Our emphasis was to keep the lines of 

communication open to the best of everyone’s ability.   

During third Quarter a Community project involving Garda, FAI, Meath sports partnership and smart came together run 

a 6 week soccer program.  The project was open to young people over the age of 12.  Twenty six young people in total 

broke into teams who played members of the Garda with a final on the last day.  The project was a wonderful success 

and received fantastic support from local businesses who supplied refreshments.   

This event was a great lifting of spirits at a time when moral was low.  A definite highlight of the year. 

The winning Team, those Guards just can’t believe it    

 

                                   

Quarter four was probably the most productive with regard to individual intervention and case management plan 

implementation.   



 

 

Employment: 

 2 youths secured full time Employment 

 1 youths secured partime position  

 Employment Enhancers: 

 4  completed Safe Pass & Manual Handling 

 3  completed Manual Handling 

 1 completed Drivers Theory 

We collaborated with other agencies in order to deliver a pilot program called Teen Sibling Support, which is a program 

to support siblings of substance users.  Numerous attempts were made to deliver thought out the year but eventually 

the program was ran during October midterm with a group of 6 referred young people.  

Sixteen individuals from nine families engaged with the Project’s family support initiative. The work completed with 

these families focused on building the relationship between the Family Support Worker and the family members, 

identifying the strengths and needs of each family member and completing targeted work to build on the strengths and 

address the needs identified.  

Family Support Worker facilitated with colleagues in the delivery of the Strengthening Families Program through Zoom.  

There were many fears around this type of delivery but it was felt that families needed this more than ever.  Running 

the program this way was a wonderful success and great credit to the co-ordinator and the team involved.  Food and 

activity hampers were provided to several families throughout 2021. Easter, Halloween and Christmas activity packs 

were also given to younger siblings. 

Action Research Project REPPP ( research evidence into policy ,programmes and practice) Action research project, is a 

collaboration between the School of Law, University of Limerick, the Department of Justice and Equality, and the 

Department of Children and Youth.  The ARP aims to combine your wisdom and experience as a practitioner with the 

existing international research evidence, to contribute to policy, practice and the research field.   

During 2021 examination of what makes for a successful relationship between a young participant and a Youth Justice 

Worker (success being understood as facilitation of real change in the young person’s attitudes and life that would not 

otherwise happen); 

Our project with help of a Parent designed a Poster around what we consider is the most important qualities that is 

needed to form a trusting relationship in order to bring about change. 

 



 

 

Kells: 

Painting Completed and kitted out, 

before and after.  We now share the Log 

Cabin with KFRC who deliver Play Therapy 

for Children. 

 

 

                             

                                                                 

         

Parents Group: 

Art & Crafts Project are really popular in our Parents Group.  Each Parent designed their own individual Christmas Cards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Beautiful Picture painted by one of our very talented Parents. Thank you Audrey 

 



 

 

SUMMERHILL COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

Summerhill Community  
Childcare CLG 
Summerhill, Co. Meath A83 YD81  
Tel: 046-9558617 / 087-3799637 Fax: 046-9558652 
email: thehive@crannsupportgroup.ie 
Company Registration No: 363556; Charity Reg. No: A83 YD81    

 

Chairperson’s Report 

The beginning of Year 2021 felt very much like a continuation of the previous year. We were still 

dealing with Covid 19 Challenges, Level 5 Lockdown and delayed reopening of Services following 

Christmas 2020. The Childcare Service provided by The Hive, Summerhill continued to be delivered 

by The Pod arrangement, with strict adherence to all Health and Safety Protocols. To anyone 

looking on from outside this would have appeared seamless, however, it could not have been 

achieved without the excellent professionalism and collaboration between The Management and 

Staff of The Hive and The Crann Support Group. 

Recruitment for the Sector has remained challenging. Despite this, our services are being delivered 

on a daily basis and the staff have constantly demonstrated their commitment to continuous improvement through the 

level of uptake of Further Education and Training. 

Recognition and Reward for Childcare Workers is still very much ‘Work in Progress. In 2021 the action to highlight the 

conditions was done virtually under the Banner Together For Early Years on February 5th. The Hive Team also performed 

their Jerusalema Dance for the occasion. 

While the outside world continued to grapple with the far reaching effects of Covid it was ‘Business as Usual’, in so far 

as possible, within The Hive Compound. Easter brought a visit from Real Bunnies, Graduation Day was done in Drive By 

Style and Santa got his Covid Cert and made a visit to The Hive just before Christmas. 

The Hive Staff also won their Category in The Crann Excellence Awards in Childcare for a Presentation on The Value of 

Outdoor Play which was presented  at the Crann Awards Ceremony on November 9th. 

All of this ‘normal activity’ was made possible by the Drive and Commitment of everyone working together in The Hive 

and robustly supported by the CEO and Staff of The Crann Shared Services Group. 

Our Board has been meeting and working in the background through all of this difficult time.  We said ‘goodbye’ to Sarah 

Brennan from the Board. We are very fortunate with the demand for the service continuing as strong as ever and 

financial performance is also very encouraging. Training has been delivered to all members, arranged by The Crann 

Group with every Department working diligently to ensure ‘Best in Class’ Governance and Continuity of Service. 

mailto:thehive@crannsupportgroup.ie


 

 

Here’s hoping that 2022 will bring just rewards for all in recognition of their hard work. 

 

 

Moira Doyle 

___________________ 
Moira Doyle 
Chairperson 

  



 

 

SUMMERHILL COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

As part of our annual report this year, we would like to extend our appreciation for the endless support that we received 

from our CE0 - Marie Daly. Despite Marie being a very busy lady, she is always at the end of the phone if we need her.  

Our aim is to provide a professional practice that has a strong emphasis on quality care for all the children attending our 

service and through continuous professional development and highly motivated and qualified staff we are able to achieve 

this to the highest standards. 

Special Event 

Preschool Graduation 2021!! 

To mark the end of the Early 

Childhood Education and Care 

year 2021, we held a drive by 

graduation again this year as 

unfortunately due to the Covid-

19 restrictions still in place we 

were limited in ways in which we 

could celebrate safely and be 

able to have the parents take part 

also..  

With lots of hard work and 

arrangements from our 

dedicated team at The Hive, our 

drive by graduation was a huge 

success, music, balloons, 

certificates and lots of smiling 

faces, a thoroughly enjoyable 

morning for everybody!! 

 

 Achievements 

Crann Annual Award Winners 2021!! 

This year The Hive Childcare service in Summerhill came first with their contribution to the Crann Annual Awards. 

They achieved this by creating a Sway presentation documenting and displaying pictures demonstrating ‘’The Value 

of Outdoor Play.’’ This was to showcase the fantastic work, activities and programmes that were ran in 2021 through 



 

 

the Covid-19 pandemic by our wonderful childcare practitioners who went above and beyond with their dedication 

and hard work. Their contribution was invaluable, a well-deserved win. Well done Tara McClair, Chloe Healy, Kim 

Gannon, Lara Hughes and Jane Dervan!!  

 

 

Special Event 

The Banaha NCN challenge!! 

As part of the National Childhood 

Services week 2021, the children took 

part in the recording of the Banaha 

Challenge. The Banaha Challenge is a 

Congolese folk song from the Katanga 

Province in southern Congo 

This song is now sung all over the 

world and the children in The Hive 

really did it justice, well done to all who 

participated!!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Santa Comes to The Hive 



 

 

As always, we try to make Christmas as special as we can for the children in our care, and despite restrictions being in 

place we were still able to celebrate with the children. We had our Christmas Dome, popcorn and candyfloss and of 

course our reliable DJ Deirdre on hand with music and entertainment for the evening. 

 

 



 

 

Community Initiative 

We held an in house fundraiser by means of a Bog Jump 

held in Causey Farm in Fordstown. All staff and 

members of the community came together to take part 

and help support this very worthy cause…Lots of laughs 

and team bonding while supporting this cause. 

 

 

The Great Irish Bake 2021!! 

Supporting Communities who are involved with Irish Children’s 

Hospitals 

 

Activities  

A fun day for the children. 

 

 

 

 

Challenges 

Some of the challenges we faced in 2021 were mainly to do with Covid restrictions. We still had to work within a pod 

system which sometimes proved socially difficult for the children as well as ourselves. Interactions were limited but we 

tried different ways to overcome this. 

When we returned after Christmas, the case numbers were very high and as a result the ECCE rooms were closed and 

our full day care was opened to essential workers only. The staff tried to maintain a steady relationship between parents 

and children by holding classes over zoom such as yoga, arts & crafts, fitness classes…these classes were interactive 



 

 

where both the parents and the children took part, they were a great success!! So with our challenges came new 

discoveries of ways to work with the children and challenged the mind. 

Below is some pictures of the activities we carried out with families. 

 

Special Events 

The most special occasions of all that we had in 2021 was when three of our staff members, Dawn Lynch, Demi Brennan 

and Billie Fagan brought three beautiful babies in to the world. An exciting and wonderful journey for them all. 

Also on New Year’s Eve 2021 our Assistant Manager, Claire Corrigan finally got to tie the knot after the fourth attempt 

during the pandemic, congratulations Claire!! 



 

 

TRIM COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

 

Trim Community  
Childcare CLG 
Coisce imeanna Childcare Centre 
The Maudlins, Trim, Co Meath, C15 Y32F 
Tel: 046 – 948 3161 / 087 287 9178  Fax: 046 – 948 3515 
E-mail: coisceimeanna@crannsupportgroup.ie 

 

Chairperson’s Report 

 I wish to begin by formally acknowledging my fellow board members and thank each 

of them for their continuing service to this community childcare / early years 

education project. Each of you continue to be completely invested in maintaining and 

further developing this local community resource, working with the team from the 

Crann Support Group – especially Marie, Rachel & Irene – as well as Trudie & the staff 

here at Coisceimeanna – to deliver a high-quality, low-cost trusted service where 

parents are confident to send their children. As the chair of the board of management 

I value your participation, experience & expertise as we all play our part in providing 

strategic oversight where required.  

 

As we emerge from the pandemic, we can be rightly proud of the way the facility adapted to the rigours & challenges 

of lock-down and was able to continue to provide a much-needed community service when safe to do so. The work of 

the team from Crann, and all the frontline staff here in Trim, has been immense in this regard – as they continued to 

play their part in enabling others to staff critical public services.   

 

As an organisation we have continued to seek out opportunities to rise to the challenges and demands of us – and it 

was particularly pleasing to see the unanimity around the decisions to develop the existing facilities onsite, and to 

proceed with the plans for the much-needed further expansion of the service to meet the continually growing requests 

from families in our community. We all look forward to seeing these plans come to fruition in the year ahead. 

 

mailto:coisceimeanna@crannsupportgroup.ie


 

 

Finally, we are also mindful that our service could not prosper without the skilled & dedicated staff who do so much 

to nurture the children of our community. We continue to be so grateful for all their endeavours – and will remain 

active supporters in their national calls for proper financial recognition of their qualifications and skills, through the 

Department and industrial relations mechanisms.  

 

 

  

Andy Ogle 

________________ 
Andy Ogle 
Chairperson 

 

 

 

  



 

 

TRIM COMMUNITY CHILDCARE CLG 

Trim Community Childcare was set up in 2008 in Trim, Co. Meath. It caters for 150 children and has 40 
childcare practitioners that undergo continuous training to maintain the highest standards which you would 
expect from those who you entrust to care for your children. 

At Trim Community Childcare, we pride ourselves on positive experiences for all users of our services, be this 
in the form of open communication between parents and practitioners, the adult child interactions or the 
varied opportunities provided for children to play and extend their learning 

Achievements 

This was the first year of our new Annual CRANN awards and our Outdoor Preschool and Green Indoor 

Preschool took home 2 awards on the night.  

The Outdoor Preschool won the award for ‘The value of Outdoor 

Play’ and our Green Preschool won the award for ‘Learning 

opportunities through 

Play.’ A fantastic 

achievement for all the 

hard work that was 

involved and 

congratulations to all 

who took part.  

         

  

 

Our Explorers room leader Elizabeth Flynn completed and graduated from the LINC course.  Assistant 

Manager Samantha Flynn started her Level 8 in Early 

Childhood care and Education and Sarah O’Neill 

started the LINC course this year and we wish them 

both the best of luck with their courses. 

Special Activities & Events 

On the 5th of Feb we took part in the Jerusalema 

dance as part of the #TogetherfortheEarlyYears to 

show our support for the Early Years sector. The 



 

 

children got involved by making signs for the windows and staff practiced and took part while taking all 

Covid procedures into account such as social distancing, masks and enjoyed being part of the 

#valueearlyyears day.  

 

In October, 6 of our staff braced the bog jump in order to raise funds 

for staff members within the company who are battling long term 

illnesses. The parents and staff were fantastic in supporting this 

cause and we held a bumper raffle at Christmas which brought in 

more money for the fundraiser. Between all the services we raised 

over €20k which is a fantastic achievement and shows how much we 

all value each other within the organisation.  

 

 

 

 

On the 15th of Dec, after 3 years 

we were delighted to welcome 

our parents and children in for 

our Santa event. This was a huge 

success and the children really 

enjoyed the snow machine, the 

treat carts and of course meeting 

the special guest himself Santa 

Clause. 

        

 

 

In December, we also welcomed in Eamon Murray, the 

Manager of the Meath Senior ladies team who won the All 

Ireland final against Dublin in Sept earlier. The children enjoyed 

seeing the cup hearing all about the day from their manager. 

All the children wore their county colours on the day to 

celebrate his arrival.  



 

 

Community Initiative 

In the Summer, all our afterschools children were brought to our local library and all able to apply for library 

cards, with permission from their parents. While there they read stories and for some of them it was their 

first time visiting the local library.  

 

Challenges 
Covid remained the biggest challenge we faced in 2021 and despite our best efforts to try and keep it out 

of the service, it crept in and unfortunately a number of children and staff were affected by the virus. 

Thankfully all recovered and are well and all of our covid protocols remained in place for the year. 

 

We all faced daily challenges with staff shortages due to absenteeism/illnesses but all staff pulled together 

to ensure we could still provide the quality service for the children attending.   

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

CRANN SUPPORT GROUP  

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 2021 
 

 

  



 

 

CRANN SUPPORT GROUP IN ASSOCIATION WITH: 
 

 

CRANN Community Service Programme 

Funder: Department of Rural and Community Development 

  

The Community Services Programme (CSP) is funded through the Department of Rural and 

Community Development and supports community-based organisations to provide local 

social, economic and environmental services through a social enterprise model and create 

employment opportunities for disadvantaged people.  The Funding received provides 

financial support to assist with the cost of hiring staff.  It is a fixed contribution towards the 

cost of employing a manager and six full-time equivalent position (FTEs). 

 

 

 

CRANN Community Employment Scheme 

Funder: Department of Social Protection 

 

The Community Employment (CE) programme is designed to help people who are long-

term unemployed (or otherwise disadvantaged) to get back to work by offering part-time 

and temporary placements in jobs based within local communities.  The CRANN 

Community Employment Scheme has approval for 27 Participants.  The training provided 

through CE is delivered within a Quality Assurance framework that can be achieved and 

that lead to major awards on the National Framework of Qualifications. 

When a person’s CE placement ends, the person is encouraged to seek a job elsewhere using 

the skills, experience and training gained while participating on the CE scheme.  The 

duration of a CE placement is for 12 months but can be extended up to 36 months. 

https://www.gov.ie/en/organisation/department-of-rural-and-community-development/
https://www.gov.ie/en/organisation/department-of-rural-and-community-development/
https://www.gov.ie/en/organisation/department-of-rural-and-community-development/


 

 

 

 

 

East Coast FRC (Family Resource Centre) 

Funder: Tulsa Childcare and Family Agency 

 

In 2018, CRANN was successful in its application and was very proud to be announced as 

one of the 11 new Family Resource Centres (FRC), by the Minister for Children and Youth 

Affairs, Dr Katherine Zappone, and Tusla’s Chief Operations Officer, Jim Gibson  

The FRC programme is Ireland’s largest family support programme delivering universal 

services to families in disadvantaged areas across the country based on a life-cycle 

approach.  The aim of the FRC programme is to combat disadvantage and improve the 

functioning of the family unit.  Like all other FRC’s the East Coast FRC works inclusively 

with individuals, families, communities, and both statutory and non-statutory agencies. 

FRCs are an integral part of the Child and Family Agency's Local Area Pathways model and 

act as a first step to community participation and social inclusion.  

 

 

   

 

South Meath Area Response to Teenagers (SMART) 

Funder: Department of Justice 

Garda Youth Diversion Projects and a number of Young Persons Probation Projects are co-

funded by the Irish Government and the European Social Fund as part of the ESF 

Programme for Employability, Inclusion and Learning 2014-2020.  The aim of the funding 

is to provide effective interventions to challenge and divert young people from criminal 

behavior. 

 

https://www.tusla.ie/uploads/content/Family_Support_CFA_Guidance_on_Prevention_Partnership_and_Family_Support.pdf


 

 

 

Meath Community Drug and Alcohol Response (MCDAR) 

Funder: The North East Regional Drug and Alcohol Task Force (NERDATF) – HSE 

Social Inclusion Allocation 

  

MCDAR is one of the Projects in the North Eastern Region (Louth, Meath, Cavan and 

Monaghan) funded by NERDATF, to support the delivery of National Drugs Strategy, 

Reducing Harm, Supporting Recovery, 2017-2025. The funding supports treatment and 

rehabilitation by offering a range of services to individuals and family members who may 

be experiencing difficulties with addiction. 

 

 

Meath Job Club 

Funder: Department of Social Protection (DSP) 

Funded by the DSP Meath Job Club provides a service to assist jobseekers to enter / re-enter 

employment through the provision of individualised supports, a ‘drop in’ service, CV 

preparation and formal workshops. The funding supports the Meath Job Club service to 

enable jobseekers to take positive steps towards realising their career plans and to explore 

and follow-up employment opportunities.  

 

 

 


